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Thesis Overview 

Positronium (Ps), the bound state formed by a positron and an electron, serves as a valu

able probe of void spaces, particularly in materials with irregular porosity such as glasses, 

low-k dielectrics, and polymers. One experimental method, Positron Annihilation Lifetime 

Spectroscopy (PALS), relies on the ability to correlate pore size with Ps lifetime for triplet 

orthopositronium (0-Ps). A purely theoretical model, developed by Tao and verified by El

drup (thus called the Tao-Eldrup or TE model) has been shown to fit lifetime vs. pore size 

curves well for pore radii less than rv Inm. In this thesis, we develop a new correspondence 

between TE models in different geometries; our findings explain in part why the spherical 

TE model has been robust for other pore shapes. Nonetheless, the TE model and many 

of its extensions are rather unrealistic, for they do not take into account the two-particle 

nature of Ps. In this thesis , we undertake a type of computer simulation of fully two-particle 

Ps called Path Integral Monte Carlo (PIMC). Our simulation results allow us to compare 

lifetimes of Ps in cylindrical void spaces with PALS experiments and TE models. We find 

a systematic deviation of our results from both experiment and model, suggesting that we 

(and the positron community) need to move towards more realistic models of both electronic 

density and Ps-cavity potential near the pore walls. We also undertake simulation of Ps in 

cylindrical pores filled with Ar atoms; we find that our annihilation rate vs. Ar density curve 

has a shape qualitatively similar to that of Ps in bulk Ar. We also observe the tendency of 

Ps to self-trap in an Ar bubble as the density of Ar in the pore increases. In addition to 

more realistic modeling of pore walls, future work should also emphasize streamlining the 

code in order to allow for better comparison of simulation and experiment. 
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1 Introduction 

In 1927, when Dirac solved the relativistic form of Schrodinger's equation for a free electron 

whose energy square obeys E2 = m 2c4 + p 2 C2 , he found, rather disturbingly, that for each 

positive energy solution E = +Jm2c4 + p 2 C2 , there was a corresponding negative energy 

solution E = -Jm2c4 + p 2 C2 . Since electrons were not observed to drop out of existence by 

falling into this negative energy "sea," this discovery was rather puzzling. Dirac suggested 

that, perhaps all of the negative energy states in the universe were already full, so that 

degeneracy pressure forced all observable electrons into the positive energy regime. The 

"Dirac sea" of negative energy "electrons" would not be observable under normal conditions, 

unless there were a hole in it, from a negative energy "electron" that wasn't there. This hole 

would be seen much the same way that we view holes in semiconductors - as an effective 

positive charge with a mass equivalent to that of the electron [1]. 

Since such a particle had never been observed, Dirac's theory seemed in question. How

ever, in 1932, Anderson saw the track of a particle in a bubble chamber which was determined 

to have the same mass as the electron, but opposite charge. This subatomic particle was 

called the positron (e+), and is the antiparticle of the electron. The meeting of a positron 

and electron can be thought of in terms of a positive energy electron as falling into the 

unoccupied hole in the negative energy "Dirac sea". When this happens, both the electron 

and positron disappear, and energy is released in the form of several several gamma rays 

(r). Feynman and Stuckelberg later replaced the notion of the "Dirac sea" with the idea 

that the negative energy solutions for one particle are simply positive energy solutions for 

its antiparticle [1]. 

As positrons are positively charged, they are coulombically attracted to electrons, and the 

two particles can form a bound state in much the same way that a proton and electron bind to 

form Hydrogen. This bound state is called Positronium (Ps), and is often prefixed with either 

ortho- or para-; parapositronium (p-Ps) has total spin 0 (e+ and e- spins antiparallel), while 

orthopositronium (o-Ps) has total spin 1 (e+ and e- spins parallel). The binding energy of 

Ps, 6.8 e V, is half that for hydrogen due to the fact that the reduced mass f-t for a positron and 
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electron differs from that of hydrogen. p-Ps is permitted by linear and angular momentum 

conservation to self-annihilate via p-Ps ----+ 2wy, while o-Ps is permitted to self-annihilate vis 

o-Ps ----+ (2n + 1)r, where n=l is by far the most probable case for each [1]. Due to the 

smaller cross section for a 3, interaction, o-Ps has a much smaller decay rate than p-Ps; 

p-Ps has self-annihilation lifetime Tp_Ps = 125ps, while o-Ps has To-ps = 142ns. 

Positrons rapidly (rv lOOps) [2] thermalize (acquire kinetic energy rv kBT) upon entering 

insulating materials, and tend to form Ps. The Ps atom is then repelled by the nuclei in 

materials, preferentially localizing to free volume spaces such as interstices of a regular lattice, 

and void spaces such as defects and pores, if they exist. Once ejected from the bulk into a 

void, positronium is bound to the space, with a typical binding energy Evoid - E bu1k rv 2eV 

[3]. As this energy is much greater than the thermal energy rv O.025eV at room temperature, 

the Ps wavefunction does not penetrate much into the bulk. However, the electron clouds of 

atoms on the edge of the pore penetrate into the void, generating another potential source 

of annihilation. We refer to annihilation of the positron with an electron from the pore wall 

as "pickoff" annihilation. The pickoff annihilation rate is highly sensitive to pore size, and 

slightly less sensitive to pore geometry [4] and dielectric constant [5]. 

By sending positrons into a material and measuring the delay prior to annihilation (mea

surement of a 2, or 3, event), one can obtain a lifetime spectrum. Fit correctly, a spectrum 

yields lifetime components and intensities, which can be interpreted to give information 

about pore size, connectivity, and density (Figure 1). This type of experiment is referred 

to as PALS, for "positron annihilation lifetime spectroscopy". It has been used extensively 

in many materials to determine porosity information, which cannot be readily obtained by 

other probes. 

Another method involving the usage of positrons to measure information about voids 

is by use of ACAR, short for "angular correlation of annihilation radiation". This method 

focuses on 2, events, and observes the deviation of the annihilation rays from being perfectly 

back-to-back (Figure 2). This deviation determines the transverse component of momentum 

of the Ps at the time of annihilation. Based on the distribution of momenta, pore size and 
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Figure 1: An annihilation spectrum showing the number of counts as a function of time 

(channel number). Several lifetimes have been fit to the data. The 6 ns component might 

represent pickoff annihilation from a small pore, the 49 ns component might represent pickoff 

annihilation from a much larger pore, and the 140 ns component likely represents the self

annihilation of free 0-Ps. Taken from [2] 
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connectivity can be determined - the smaller the pore, the more localized the Ps is, and 

thus the more momentum it must have on average, due to the uncertainty principle. We see 

that there is a highly central spiked component in the momentum distribution for all of the 

liquids in Figure 2, which indicates that some fraction of the Ps formed is rather delocalized. 

Multiple spikes in the distribution can be observed when the Ps is in a Bloch state of a regular 

pore network, and anisotropy in a 2-D transverse ACAR spectrum can provide directional 

information about the size of voids. While we will not compare our results to those of ACAR 

experiments, we will in this thesis undertake a simulation of Ps in Ar, not in a bulk phase, 

but in a capillary. 

Probably the most widespread application of positrons is in medicine. PET (short for 

Positron Emission Tomography) scans, which have become widespread in hospitals today, 

rely on annihilation of positrons to detect brain activity, tumors, or other chemical processes. 

Certain isotopes of Carbon, Oxygen, and Nitrogen are positron emitters via f3+ decay. These 

radioactive isotopes have all the same chemical properties as their stable counterparts, and 

can thus be substituted into organic compounds that preferentially localize within the human 

body. Having short half-lives (on the order of minutes), they emit many positrons within 

a short period of time. These do not travel far from their point of origin, and when they 

annihilate via the 2, channel, the location of annihilation can be deduced. This allows for 

quite good resolution in determining where a compound tends to localize, which is a highly 

valuable tool in modern medicine. 

In this thesis, we will undertake simulations of Ps, and we will attempt to relate our 

results to well-accepted models of Ps in voids. In Section 2 we will discuss the theoretical 

basis for the computational methods we use, and we will introduce prevalent models of Ps 

annihilation in voids. In Section 3 we will discuss the implementation of these methods, and 

the logistics of a number of issues that arise in the process of simulating Ps. In Section 4 

we discuss both analytic and simulation results that we have obtained, and arrive at several 

interesting findings. 
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FIG. 2. Angular-correlation distributions of photons 
fro'm positrons annihilating in liquid and soUd Ar, Kr',. 
and Xe. The di,stributions hav,e been normaUz,ed 'to the 
same height alt a full width ,of 9 mrad. 

Figure 2: An ACAR spectrum showing several curves for the annihilation of Ps in different 

substances - liquid and solid Ar, Kr , and Xe. Taken from figure 2 of [6]. 
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2 Theory 

2.1 Positronium in Voids 

When working with Ps, it makes sense to introduce units that are reasonably scaled. We 

will use atomic units throughout this paper, where unit mass is defined to be the mass of 

the electron, unit angular momentum is defined to be Ii, and unit charge is the charge of an 

electron. Formally, 

me = 9.11(10-31 ) kg = 1 au (mass) 

Ii = 1.05(10-34 ) J S 1 au (angular momentum) 

qe = 1.602(10-19 ) C 1 au (charge). 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

From this choice of units, it follows that 1 au of energy is equal to 2 Ry = 27.2 e V, and that 

1 au of distance is equal to the Bohr radius: ao = 0.529 A. Thus Ps has a binding energy of 

- 0.25 au, and ground state wavefunction: 

1 
0/' (r ) - (_)1/2e- rr ez/2 
'PO rei - 81f . (4) 

The average separation of the positron and electron is equal to the expectation value of r reZ: 

(rrel) = 1 r(r21/;g)d3r = ~ r dO 100 r3e-r dr = 3 au 
all space 81f ) fl 0 

(5) 

Since the binding energy of Ps is extremely large compared to the thermal energy near room 

temperature, we expect that the Ps relative coordinate wavefunction will be dominated by 

the contribution from 11/;0) . Given that the average separation of the two particles is 3 au in 

this state, we expect that Ps will be able to "sense" features around it on a distance scale 

of a few atomic units. 

As mentioned above, PALS can be a somewhat useful tool for measuring the size, con

nectivity, and density of pores in a material. In order to understand how a lifetime spectrum 

relates to these properties, though, we must first introduce theory for the behavior of Ps in 

cavities. However, even an attempt to analytically consider the simplest imaginable realistic 
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model for a pore in a material - a spherical void with infinitely hard walls - immediately 

fails. The full problem of Ps in a cavity of any kind is a three-body problem - analytically 

intractable without some approximations. In his seminal 1972 paper [7], Tao developed the 

model of Ps as being well-approximated as a single quantum particle (SQP) of mass 2 au, 

lying in the ground state of an infinite spherical well (radius Rs). Furthermore, Tao posited 

that the electronic charge density of the walls of the cavity is well-modeled by a layer of uni

form thickness ~ , empirically selected to yield the best agreement with the data. Eldrup's 

1981 paper established good agreement between the model and experimental data, and thus 

the model has become to be known as the "Tao-Eldrup" (TE) model. In this model, the 

wall is at radius Rs, but many authors refer to R = Rs - ~ as the radius of the cavity, for 

the electron layer serves to repel gas atoms (another method of measuring pore size). When 

the term "free volume" of a pore is used, it is calculated based on this R. Unless otherwise 

noted, we will refer to Rs as cavity radius. The ground state wavefunction of a SQP in such 

a well is given by: Iii 7rr 'l/Jo (r) = - - sin -
r Rs Rs 

(6) 

By integrating the radial probability density r2'l/J5 over the layer of electron density, and 

assuming that the layer has electron density that results in the spin-averaged decay rate 

2 ns-1 when positronium is inside the layer, we arrive at the well-known Tao-Eldrup formula 

(Figure 3). The formula results in quite a good fit to experimental data for molecular solids 

and zeolites with ~ taken to be 0.166nm (Figure 4). 

The TE model breaks down, at a minimum, when it is no longer valid to assume that 

the SQP is in the ground state of the well - that is to say, when the thermal energy kBT 

becomes comparable to the energy gap ElO,ll between the ground and first excited state of 

the well. For an infinite spherical well, the energy level Enl is related to Xnl, the nth node of 

the spherical Bessel functions jl (r). In atomic units this energy can be expressed simply as: 
2 

Xnl ) 
Enl = 4R2' (7 

s 

so we see that ElO,ll = Ell - ElO ~ 2.57/ R;. At room temperature (T ~ 300K), the 

thermal energy is roughly 9.5(10-4 ) au, so the thermal energy is equal to the excitation 
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Figure 3: The Tao-Eldrup model, summarized. Positronium is idealized as a SQP lying in 

the ground state of an infinite spherical well; the parameter 6 is adjusted to achieve the 

best fit to experiment . The Tao-Eldrup formula for lifetime is listed at the top of the figure, 

and Rc is equivalent to our Rs [8]. 
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Figure 4: The Tao-Eldrup formula (Figure 3) is used to fit data on lifetime vs. pore SIze; 

data points are for molecular solids and zeolites. The TE model (here, 6 = 0.166nm) fits 

data well at small pore sizes (V = 1000;i3 -+ Rs = 0.786 nm ~ 15 au, V = 200;i3 -+ Rs = 

0.499nm ~ 9.4 au). From [9]. 
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energy when Rs ;v 2.75 nm. However, it turns out that we must consider excited states 

long before we reach this radius, for higher-l states both have multiple degeneracy (21 + 1), 

and they contribute most to the probability density close to the wall, making them count 

disproportionately to their thermal weight when it comes to annihilation rate. At room 

temperature, these effects mean that the TE model is not valid for R s > 1.2 - 1.3 nm; 

experimental uncertainty in the range of ;v 1 ns is overwhelmed by the difference between 

the TE model and excited state models [10] [11]. 

Many extensions of the TE model have been developed, to either take into account 

thermal excitations or alternative geometries. The RTE model of the Michigan group [12] 

computes enormous numbers of thermally weighted excited states, and assumes a cuboidal 

void space, with variable aspect ratio. Zaleski [10] computes large numbers of excited states 

(1200+) for spherical and cylindrical geometries. In section 4.1 we derive a new correspon

dence between the standard (spherical) and cylindrical TE models, which helps to explain 

how the standard TE model has been so robust in fitting lifetimes in non-spherical pores. 

However, all of these models are fundamentally based of the TE model in that they assume 

Ps is a point particle. We will not do so, disabling us from being able to make purely ana

lytical calculations of lifetimes. Throughout the rest of this section, though, we will develop 

theory that will enable us to simulate the behavior of two-particle positronium, a much more 

accurate reflection of reality. 

2.2 Density Matrices 

Suppose we have a quantum system, such as positronium, and we seek to measure the 

expectation value (A) of some observable A, such as expected position of the positron, (r ) . 

If we also know a set of complete states, call them l1/Jn) , and we know how the current state 

11/J) is weighted in that space, then we have: 

00 

11/J) = I:Cil1/Ji) (8) 
i=O 
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(where C i are the weights). Now, in our measurement of A, we just need to sum the value 

of A over all states: 

(9) 
i,j i,j 

This can be rewritten in a slightly more convenient form, in terms of the density matrix, 

whose (i, j) element is defined to be Ct Cj : 

(10) 

Now, we can rewrite (A) in terms of the density matrix p: 

(11) 
i,j j 

(12) 

where we have made use of the fact that the l1);i) are a complete set of states, so 2: j l1);j) (1);j 1 = 

1. By Eqn. 10, it should be clear that p is a hermitian matrix. Thus it can be diagonalized, 

with its diagonal elements representing the real eigenvalues, ii , of p. Setting A = 1 in Eqn. 

12 above, we obtain for the diagonal p the condition that: 

Tr(pA) = Tr(p) = L ii = (A) = 1 (13) 

So that the sum of the eigenvalues of p is equal to 1. We can alternatively set A = l1);j) (1);j I, 

the projection operator onto state j, so that: 

We view ii as the probability that the system is in the eigenstate i, so if all but one of the 

ii are nonzero (the remaining one is unity), the system is in a pure state. All of quantum 

mechanics can be expressed in terms of this density matrix formalism. An excellent example 

of photon polarization in terms of density matrices is given in Feynman [13]. 

We will frequently be working with the density matrix not in its eigenbasis, but in the 

position-space basis. This makes things a bit more complicated, for we no longer deal with 
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discrete sums as we did above. However, Eqn. 12 still holds, and can be rewritten in terms 

of the set of complete states Ix): 

(A) = Tr(pA) = 1: (x lpAlx)dx (15) 

This can be rewritten by inserting a set of complete states Ix') between p and A: 

(A) = j (x lpl x' )(x'IAl x)dx'dx = j p(x,x')A(x' ,x)dx'dx (16) 

Eqn. 16 will turn out to be quite useful for our application of density matrices in the position 

basis. 

The density matrix has a major application in statistical physics. When a system is 

in equilibrium with its environment at an inverse temperature f3 = 1/ kBT, we have the 

probability of occupation Is of a state Is) as: 

(sle - i3Hls) 
Is = L i(i le-i3H li) 

(17) 

where H is the system's hamiltonian. If all of these kets are energy eigenkets, they commute 

with the hamiltonian, and we can determine that: 

(18) 

where Z is the partition function, 

(19) 
s 

Now, we can view this occupation probability Is as being analogous to a diagonal density 

matrix element (Ii from earlier) . In general, we can construct the whole density matrix as: 

-i3H -i3H 
P = L Isls)(sl = L Tre(e - i3H) Is)(sl = Tre(e - i3H) 

s s 

(20) 

We can write the average energy of the system by employing Eqn. 12: 

(E) = T ( H) = Tr(He-i3H) 
r p Tr( e-i3H) (21 ) 
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In our work, we assume that positronium is at thermal equilibrium with its environment, 

and we wish to determine its probability density as a function of the position r. This 

amounts to setting our usual observable A = Ir)(r l, determining as in Eqn. 14 the occupation 

probability the state r, usually chosen to be a coordinate that exploits the symmetry of the 

system, such as radius, measured from the center (or axis) of the cavity. We will also often 

be concerned with other observables, such as orientation of the positronium, or its lifetime, 

both of which have more sophisticated operators which we will not go into here (it will 

generally suffice for our purposes to simply be able to express the expectation value of the 

desired observable, as opposed to needing to write down the operator associated with it). 

2.3 An Example: The I-D Harmonic Oscillator 

The simplest case to consider that bears a direct relevance to our case at hand is that of the 

density matrix for a 1-D quantum harmonic oscillator, characterized by the mass m of the 

particle, and its frequency w: 

V(x) = 1/2mw2x 2 

implying: H = 1/2 (p2/ m + mw2 X2) 

(22) 

(23) 

This is a problem treated in every introductory quantum mechanics textbook; we will quote 

the exact results. Eigenstates l1/Jn) of the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian have energy 

En = nw(n + 1/2), and position-space representation 

(24) 

where Hn is the nth Hermite polynomial [14]. 

Now, suppose we wish to determine the expectation value (E) of the energy, using our 

density matrix formalism. At an inverse temperature (3, we have: 

(E) = Tr(pH) = (l/Z) L nw(n + 1/2) e- fJllw (n+ l / 2) (25) 
n 

- 18Z 
--
Z 8{3 ' 

(26) 
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a well known result from statistical mechanics. This can be solved by observing that Z = 

~ e-j3fiw(n+l/2) is a geometric series with initial term e-j3fiw/2 and constant ratio e-j3fiw . L..;n , , 

Thus, we find that 

e-j3fiw/2 

Z = -j3fiw = csch(,6nw /2) 
1-e 

(E) = (nw/2)coth(,6nw/2) = (nw/2)coth(nw/2kBT), 

(27) 

(28) 

where we have used the hyperbolic cosecant and cotangent to simplify our notation. The 

value of (E) approaches the zero point energy nw/2 as the temperature goes to zero, and 

the classical value kBT for very high temperatures. 

Of course, the density matrix formalism has not really helped us to determine expectation 

values here; we could have just constructed the wavefunction and determined its expected 

energy. This is true because our observable was already diagonalized by the density matrix 

eigenbasis. But suppose we are to choose some nasty observable that is not simultaneously 

diagonalizable with the density matrix, such as the first relativistic correction to the kinetic 

energy, TR,l -p4/8m3c2 . This may seem like sort of a ridiculous calculation, as we would 

need an extremely light particle in a very narrow well to have much chance of a substantial 

correction, and classical potentials are not even valid in a relativistic framework. Keep 

in mind, though, electrons in a periodic, locally harmonic potential might very well have 

binding energies of tens to hundreds of electron volts, and relativistic splitting is observable 

even in Hydrogen (binding energy 13.6 eV). In any case, this example serves to illustrate the 

power of the density matrix formalism for a case where the observable and density matrix 

cannot be simultaneously diagonalized. We can rewrite the operator TR,l in terms of the 

raising (creation) and lowering (annihilation) operators, at and a, defined by their action on 

the number kets: 

al'lj;n} - vnl'lj;n-l} 

atl'lj;n} vn+11'lj;n+l}' 

(29) 

(30) 

The momentum operator can be written in terms of these operators as: P = i(mnw/2)1/2(at -

a). Since (TR,l) is defined as Tr(pTR,d (Eqn. 12), we need only worry about the diagonal 
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elements of pTR,l. The only components of the product pTR,l that are diagonal will come 

from the component of TRI that raises and lowers l1jJn) back to itself. This component is 

given by the sum of 6 products: (at2a2 + a2at2 + aat2a + at a2at + at aat a + aat aat ) = A6 

that consist of two raising and lowering operators each. Thus, it can then be shown (not too 

laboriously) that: 

(31 ) 

(32) 
n 

We can rewrite this in a cleaner form by observing that: 

(33) 

So, pulling this operator out of the summation, and writing the sum as Z, we have a rather 
. . 

conCIse expressIOn: 

(34) 

Given the definition of Z in Eqn. 27, we have ~~~ = n2~2z (2csch2(j3nw/2) + 1) , allowing us 

to arrive at the expectation value we sought: 

(35) 

where we have used the relation l+csch2(x) = coth2(x). This is a fascinatingly simple result, 

that demonstrates the power of the density matrix formalism, if we know a complete set of 

states for our Hamiltonian. 

2.4 Real-Time Path Integrals 

We will be concerned, however, with a system for which it will be a formidable (and possibly 

insoluble) problem just to find a complete set of energy states, so that it is no longer very 

compelling to work in the energy basis. We can choose to work through the problem in 

any other basis we know, such as the momentum or position basis , but it will not be so 
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straightforward as our examples from the last section. Since experiments find Positronium 

to be localized to isolated pores in insulators, we find it a reasonable choice to work in the 

position basis, computing expectation values of observables according to Eqn. 16. Now, we 

are in a much more challenging situation, and it is difficult to think how we will proceed. 

We begin by recalling from Eqn. 20 the definition of the thermal density matrix: 

p = --:----::-::c:-c-Tr( e-{3H) . 
(36) 

The exponentiation of the Hamiltonian in the thermal density matrix reminds of the prop

agator, U(t), which takes a quantum state 11jJ) at one time (let it be 0) to its state a future 

time t: 

11jJ(t)) = U(t)I1jJ(O)), (37) 

where U(t) = e- iHt / fi . Identifying as the terms multiplying the Hamiltonian operator in the 

exponential, we will associate (3 with it/Ii. Now, we can compute the propagator in much 

the same way as we did the thermal density matrix: by summing over a set of complete 

states, if we know such a set. If we don't know a set of complete states, though, we have an 

alternate formalism for computing the propagator, based on Feynman's path integrals. This 

formalism will eventually lead us to an ability to compute the thermal density matrix by 

using the position basis; in lieu of a real time path integral, we will call ours an "imaginary 

time" path integral. 

Here is a brief sketch of the the path integral formulation of quantum mechanics. Given 

a particle in one dimension, we can compute the propagator from the point do = (xo, to) to 

the point dN = (XN' tN)' We start by constructing every possible path c; (paths are functions 

x(t)) that connects do to d N . Then, for each path, we compute the action, S(c;) , where the 

action is defined as in classical mechanics: 

S(c;) = 1 £dt, (38) 

where £ is the Lagrangian of the system. Now, having computed the action for all paths, 
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we construct the propagator from the following sum: 

U(dN ; do) = N L eiS(c;)/n, (39) 
a ll <; 

where N is an overall normalization factor. This seems rather daunting at first, but it has 

powerful ramifications in the way that we can conceive of quantum mechanics. Despite the 

fact that all of a particle's paths are weighted with equal magnitude, only those close to the 

path of least action - <;cl - contribute coherently. Two paths {<;1' <;2} that are both close to 

<;cl don't have very different complex amplitudes eiS(<;)/n, since <;cl is a stationary point for S. 

However, two other paths {<;~ , <;~}, that are close to one another, but far from <;cl, will generally 

have rather different complex amplitudes (jump ahead to Figure 5, if you're curious). This 

destructive interference causes only those paths near <;cl to contribute significantly to the 

overall propagator. 

However, in this discussion of paths that are "near" one another, the particle's mass is 

a major factor. Any discussion of proximity of a path <;k to the path <;cl must reference the 

absolute difference in action over the two paths, which generally increases with increasing 

mass. Take the example of a free particle that moves from do=(O em, 0 s) to d N =(l em, 1 

s), and consider the difference in action !:1S between the classical straight line path <;cl and 

the path <;tn given by x(t) = tn, where n > 1/2. We see several of these paths plotted in 

Figure 5(b). Since there is no potential energy, I: is simply mv2 /2. Integrating 1: , we find 

that: 

( 40) 

( 41) 

( 42) 

The action is, of course, minimized along <;cl, so !:1S is positive for all n > 1/2 (for n ~ 1/2, 

the action is infinite). We see the complex amplitudes of different paths (e il1S/ n ) in Figure 

5(a). Supposing n=2 for the moment, we can consider the effect of mass on coherence of 
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the paths <;cl and <;t2. We have llS = 1O-4m /6, so that the phase difference between the two 

paths is llS/h = 1.58(1029)m. Viewing paths with llS/h <rv 7r/2 as being coherent with <;cl, 

we see that this imposes a mass restriction on <;t2 being coherent with <;c( 

m < 9.9(10-30)kg. ( 43) 

Though this coherence range is rather inexact, it gives us a rough sense of whether paths 

like <;t2 contribute to the propagator or not. For an electron, me = 9.11(10-31 )kg, <;t2 is in 

the coherence range, so there is no way that we can think of an electron as traveling along 

any single well-defined path. On the other hand, even for a miniscule classical particle like 

a grain of salt, mgrain rv 1O-8 kg, <;t2 is nowhere near within the coherence range, having a 

phase difference from <;cl of about 1.6(1021 ) radians. A grain of salt, small as it is, travels 

along quite a well-defined path. 

Now, suppose we wish to find the whole propagator, and not merely whether some path 

we choose contributes to it. We can formally allow for the summation over all paths to 

be done by first considering a discrete case of the path integral. By dividing the t-interval 

between do and dN into P discrete subunits oflength (tN -to)/ P, we can get away with only 

considering straight-line paths between each successive time step (see Figure 6). Taking the 

result of this discrete, straight-line case as P -----+ 00 allows us to determine the propagator 

U( d 1 ; do) that we sought. Actually performing all these integrals may be rather difficult, 

but the method of division into subunits is a powerful technique, and one which we will 

utilize to solve our "imaginary-time" path integral problem involving the thermal density 

matrix. 

2.5 Imaginary-Time Path Integrals 

As mentioned above, the propagator U(t) = e-(it/Ii)H is highly similar to the density matrix 

p(fJ) = e-({3)H. In fact, noting that we can expand both exponentials: 

U(t) = 1 + (-it/h)H + (-it/h)2 H2 /2 + ... 

ihoU/ot = HU 
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p({3) = 1 + (-{3)H + (_{3?H2/2 + ... 

op/o{3 = -Hp 

x(to), and 

( 46) 

( 47) 

U obeys the time independent Schrodinger equation, while p obeys the Bloch equation. 

Returning to the definition of the thermal density matrix in the position basis, we will seek 

to transform the problem of finding its matrix elements into something like the discrete 

path integral shown above in Figure 6. We will concern ourselves with finding the diagonal 

elements of the density matrix from the position basis. The sum of all such elements is the 

quantum partition function Z. Many important observables can be deduced directly from 

knowledge of the partition function. 

Finding the partition function has the analogue in real time of finding the propagator 

U(x, x; t) and integrating over all x, which would involve determining all paths from x to 

itself in a time t, and summing exponentiated actions. This is not an easy problem to address 

analytically in all but the simplest cases, but it does lend itself easily to discretization. In the 

real-time case, when we make the time step short enough, we can consider only straight-line 

paths between one point and the next. Looking at the analogy it/fi rv {3, we will seek to 

make {3 small enough that we can consider only straight-line paths; in other words, we seek 

to make the temperature high enough that some sort of "free-particle" approximation holds, 
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as it does for short enough time scales. In the language of Eqn. 16, we take the function 

A(x', x) = b(x - x'), so that Tr(p) is given by: 

z = Tr(p) = 1: (x' le- f3H lx')dx' . ( 48) 

We can effectively increase the temperature by dividing {J into P discrete sub-units, just as 

we did before for t. Also changing variables from x/ to the vector r1 , in order to suggest the 

likely three-dimensional nature of the problem in this thesis, we are lead to an expression 

equivalent to Eqn. 48: 

( 49) 

Eqn. (49) can be rewritten by resolving the identity between each of the exponential terms: 

Each element of the integrand of the form (rj le- f3H/ P Iri+1) is, in itself, a density matrix 

element p(rj, rj+1; (J/ P), for a temperature P times what we started with. How can this 

possibly be a simpler problem? It turns out that this new problem lends itself much more 

readily to computer simulation. The individual density matrix elements of the integrand can 

be written in the approximate form [15]: 

p(r· r· . (J/P) ,....., p (r· r· . {J/P)e-(f3/P)[V(r il /2+V(r i+1 )/2] 1, 1+1, ,....., free 1, 1+1, , (51 ) 

if {J / P is small enough (particles at a sufficiently high temperature may be approximated 

as free particles). In Eqn. 51, V (rd is the classical potential energy as a function of the 

coordinates given by rj, and Pfree is the thermal density matrix element for a free particle, 

known to be exactly: 

Pfree(rj,ri+1;{J/P) = (Alrr)3/2e- Ar;,i+1 , 

Pm 
where: A = 2{JJi2 

and ri,Hl - Irj - rj+1l· 
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In 54, if i = P, then i + 1 = 1. Using the results 51-54, we rewrite eqn. 50 in a tidy form: 

Z = (A/1f) 3P/2 J e-AT e-(3v/P drldr2 ... drp, 

P 

where: T = L r;,i+l 
i=l 

P 

and V = L V(rj). 
i=l 

(55) 

What does this signify? The important part of the partition function is what appears inside 

the integral, and seems to resemble a Boltzmann factor for the inverse temperature (3/ P, if 

the system had energy APT / (3 + V. Each coordinate rj is coupled harmonically to its two 

neighbors rj - l and rj+1 , but this is the only interaction of the separate coordinates. Given 

that V is clearly an expression for the potential energy of the configuration of the coordinates, 

we will tend to identify the harmonic coupling as representative of the "kinetic" energy. Eqn. 

55, as it turns out , is identical to the partition function of a classical ring polymer, with P 

distinct "beads," where each bead is coupled by a spring to its two nearest neighbors, and 

the beads are independent of one another otherwise, interacting with some external potential 

[16]. Thus a quantum particle is isomorphic in terms of many of its observables to a classical 

ring polymer - an object whose simulation is straightforward. We will now proceed to explain 

how we perform this simulation, and how we address the presence of multiple particles. 

3 Methods 

3.1 Basics of Path Integral Monte Carlo 

We established in section 2.5 that many properties of a quantum particle in thermal equi

librium with its environment can be determined by simulating it as a classical ring polymer. 

The simulations that we perform take advantage of Monte Carlo methods to enable the Ps 

to explore state space; descriptions of the fundamentals of a Monte Carlo method can be 

found in any introductory textbook on computational methods [17]. We will describe our 
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fundamental method through exposition of a sample code written as an exercise in Fortran 

and path integral methods: a Path Integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) simulation of a SQP in 

a one-dimensional harmonic potential. Note that we have solved several aspects of this 

problem above in section 2.3. 

At this point, to follow the discussion, we will recommend that the reader follow along 

with the code "sho_pimc.f90" in the appendix. An array of particles representing the ring 

polymer is first initialized, and the energy of this classical configuration (APT / f3 + V - see 

section 2.5) is determined. The most important part of the code is a Metropolis algorithm 

(described below) contained inside several "for" loops that cycle over Temperature and step 

number, on lines 170-216. Having recorded the energy of a certain configuration, one of the 

particles is moved, and the effective energy is recalculated. If the energy change (flE, in the 

code H_delta) is negative, then the move is energetically favorable, and always made. If flE 

is positive, then the Boltzmann factor e- f3 !:::.E/P for the reduced inverse temperature f3/ P is 

calculated. The move is then made with probability equal to this number, implemented by 

selecting a random number in the interval (0,1) and making the move if the random number 

is less than the Boltzmann factor (see e.g. [17]). To summarize, the probability Pm of moving 

a particle is given by the following expression: 

Pm = 1 : flE ::; 0 

Pm = e- f3 !:::.E/P : flE 2: o. 

A final interesting feature of our code is that we adapt the attempted move size for the 

beads by keeping track of the number of successful versus unsuccessful moves, aiming for 

a 40-60 % acceptance rate. When too few moves are accepted, the move size is reduced; 

when too many are accepted, the move size is decreased. Adaptive step size is but one way 

of attempting to maximize the rate at which state space is explored; we will discuss other 

methods in the next subsection. 

By sampling from the configuration of the beads after sufficient time has passed for 

them to equilibrate, we can determine many properties of the system. In this case, we only 

look at the probability density as a function of position - the array x_total (potentially 
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altered at lines 192, 204, and 214) keeps track of the positions of accepted moves after the 

program has run half of its Monte Carlo Steps (mcs). The first half of the steps are allowed 

for equilibration of the chain from its initially random and unphysical configuration. Note 

that there is no simple closed-form expression for the thermal probability density (as there 

was above for the relativistic correction), even though the I-dimensional simple harmonic 

oscillator is exactly solvable. While we could compute and sum many Hermite polynomials 

in order to determine the thermal probability density, such a calculation would fall to pieces 

if we added a perturbation to the potential, or changed it entirely so that it had no exact 

quantum-mechanical solution. Yet our program can be simply adapted to account for either 

of these cases. Therein lies the power of PIMC for a SQP: if we can calculate the potential, 

the relative probability density follows readily with enough computational effort (it is only 

the overall normalization - Z itself - that we cannot directly calculate) . 

That said, PIMC is not without its downsides. It is important to remember that this 

method becomes more and more computationally intensive as temperature decreases or size 

of the simulation region increases. As (3 rises with decreasing T, we must add more and 

more beads on the ring polymer in order to maintain a sufficiently high ratio P / (3 to remain 

in the "classical limit" for the propagator between two adjacent beads. It is thus impossible 

to simulate a SQP at zero temperature using PIMC, and it may be infeasible to simulate 

a system even at much higher temperatures, if large ratios P / (3 are required to make the 

free-particle approximation valid. Situations where PIMC converges to the analytic solution 

only slowly (or not at all) with increasing P / (3 are referred to as "pathological," and we will 

soon discuss several methods that we use for dealing with these pathological circumstances 

when simulating Ps [18]. As size of the simulated region increases, the chain takes more and 

more time to be able to fully explore state space. If only single-bead moves are attempted, 

then the chain will also take longer and longer to explore the space as P / (3 increases; that 

is to say, as the simulation becomes more accurate. It may thus be necessary to introduce 

special algorithms for moving segments of the chain more aggressively, so as not to make 

piddling moves around one small region for the entire simulation. 
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Finally, a crucial limitation of PIMC is the difficulty in simulating multiple identical 

fermions. While we did not mention this feature in our discussion of Density Matrices, 

multiple identical quantum particles (either bosons or fermions) have quantum partition 

functions with certain particle interchange properties. From a computational standpoint, 

this means that a simulation of a system with several indistinguishable quantum particles 

must take into account not only the normal forces between multiple particles, but also the 

exchange "forces." For bosons, this means that we must consider with equal weight "moves" 

that do not alter the positions of any beads, but instead swap the chains of two beads 

(i.e. bead 12 of boson 1 becomes part of boson 2; bead 3 of boson 2 becomes part of 

boson 1). This is computationally feasible; successful studies of superfiuid Helium have been 

made using PIMC [19]. However, the asymmetric exchange properties of fermions requires 

that such exchange interactions be considered with negative weight. With the introduction of 

negative numbers into the calculation, the Monte Carlo methods fail to attain any reasonable 

precision. Thus, while we can readily simulate Ps, we would not be able to simulate Ps in 

the presence of another electron, whose spin was parallel to the electron of Ps. 

3.2 Special PIMC Methods for Positronium 

Our specific circumstance is the simulation of Ps in an infinite cylindrical void with infinitely 

hard walls, at temperatures rv 300 K and above. There are several "pathological" aspects of 

this situation, including the coulomb attraction between the positron and electron, and the 

infinite barrier the walls present. Both of these problems have elegant solutions in the code, 

and we will deal with them in turn. 

Muser and Berne [18] note that PIMC simulation is expected to converge to the correct 

quantum mechanical partition function at least as quickly as p-2, if the thermal average 

of the commutator of the kinetic and potential energy operators, ([Tkin, Vl), is well-defined. 

They classify systems where PIMC techniques converge to the quantum limit slowly - as 

p-v , where 0 < 1/ < 2 - as "weakly pathological" , while systems where PIMC techniques fail 

altogether are "strongly pathological." In our case, the interaction of Ps with the hard walls 
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is "weakly pathological," while the coulomb attraction between the positron and electron is 

"strongly pathological." 

The weak pathology of the hard wall interaction is remedied by applying a primitive 

first-order image approximation [20], which has been slightly modified for use in a cylinder. 

This enables the chain to "see" the wall from a distance, and results in rapid convergence 

to the quantum limit. If no sort of approximation is employed, then convergence goes as 

p-l/2 [18]. We implement this approximation in the function "gcav", lines 1435-1455, which 

is called whenever a move is made on the Ps chain. 

The strong pathology of the coulomb interaction is more difficult to deal with. Muser 

and Berne advocate using an effective potential of the form: 

1 - e- r / a 

Veff(r, a) = - 4 ' 
7rEor 

(56) 

which is not singular at r=O, but rather approaches the minimum value -1 j(47rEoa) as r ap

proaches o. Our code contains the option of using this effective potential form to circumvent 

the pathology of the coulomb potential; however, we generally employ an alternate method. 

Pollock [21] develops expressions for the pair density matrix of two coulombically interact

ing particles, and provides convenient computational means for calculating the pair density 

matrix elements. Our code contains a module written to produce a table of density matrix 

elements, which is heavily based on Pollock's work. This lookup table is referenced whenever 

we move the beads of the positron or electron, and interpolated to give the value appropriate 

to the exact circumstances. Using the exact density matrix means that we do not have to 

ever compute the coulomb potential, and the simulation converges to the quantum limit 

quite quickly. 

With these "pathological" features dealt with, there are still other aspects of the simu

lation that can be roadblocks to successful exploration of state space. As mentioned above, 

the chain will diffuse through the free volume of the cavity very slowly if beads are only 

moved one at a time. One way that we address this is to occasionally attempt to move the 

entire Ps atom some distance through the cavity. This "center of mass" (cm) move strategy 

substantially accelerates the process of exploring state space in the cavity. It is also adaptive; 
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that is to say, adjusts the size of attempted moves based on acceptance fraction. We aim for 

roughly a 50 % acceptance rate on these cm moves. 

Furthermore, the exploration of state space by our Ps is facilitated by what we refer to 

as our "staging algorithm." This method, expounded by Pollock and Ceperley [22], involves 

directly sampling from the thermal density matrix of a free particle. Such a direct sampling 

procedure means that we do not end up needing to explicitly calculate the "kinetic" energy 

(55) of the configuration of beads for the positron and electron. Attempting to use random 

sampling methods and Metropolis accept / reject based on "kinetic" energy would be very 

costly because the springs in the chain are very stiff (this is a consequence of the fact that 

there are very many beads). We would end up wasting a lot of computational effort because 

the unguided moves would often stretch the springs of neighboring beads far too much. The 

"staging" algorithm, on the other hand, actually ends up being rather simple: we select a 

sub chain of beads, of length mb, and reconfigure it according to the direct sampling of the 

free particle density matrix. The direct sampling is a biased random walk from one endpoint 

of the sub chain to the other, and can be easily illustrated in one dimension. In our case, if we 

wish to position mb beads between sub chain endpoints Xo and Xmb+l, we do so by randomly 

placing the first bead, with a probability distribution PI (x) proportional to the gaussian: 

(57) 

where x* = (Xmb+1 + (mb)xo)/(mb + 1) and (72 is proportional to the effective thermal 

wavelength squared. In words, if we are to place 4 beads between Xo and X5, we will place Xl 

based on a gaussian probability distribution centered a fifth of the way from Xo to X5. Having 

placed Xl, we will place X2 according to a gaussian centered a quarter of the way from Xl to 

X5' And so forth, until the entire sub chain has been repositioned. The acceptance/rejection 

of this new segment is made based purely on the potential energy change (from the coulomb 

force and the wall propagator) generated by the move. This staging algorithm is adaptive 

in terms of the number of beads that are moved on a given "staging pass." If too many 

moves are successful (unsuccessful), the size of the sub chain the code attempts to move is 

reduced (increased). The method not only moves a number of beads at once; it also avoids 
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move rejection due to kinetic energy considerations, and is thus much more efficient and 

"intelligent" than an algorithm which makes moves in a purely random fashion. 

3.3 Logistics of Fluid Simulation 

As mentioned in the introduction, we undertake simulation of Ps annihilation in the presence 

of fluid atoms. Such incorporation of fluid atoms into the simulation may require substan

tially more computational effort, depending on the density of the fluid and the range of both 

fluid-fluid and fluid-Ps interactions. There are quite a few details which we ought to describe 

regarding our inclusion of Argon atoms into the PIMC simulation. 

Argon was chosen because it is a noble gas with well-established pseudopotentials for 

both Ar-e+ and Ar-e- interactions, and because Ar-Ar interactions can be well-modeled by 

a Lennard-Jones potential: 

(58) 

Here, the energy E represents the depth of the well, and the distance a corresponds roughly 

to the notion of an atomic diameter (7). For Argon, the best fit parameters to empirical data 

are E = 119.8 K kB = 3.794(10-4 ) au and a = 3.405 A = 6.437 au [23]. The temperature 

corresponding to E is a reasonable estimate of where the liquid-gas transition for the fluid will 

be (of course, the transition temperature is highly dependent on pressure). Recalling that 

our simulations take place at temperatures much higher than 119.8 K, and not at extremely 

high pressures, we expect gaslike behavior out of our simulated argon atoms. Density of a 

Lennard-Jones fluid is usually expressed in reduced terms, that is to say, in terms of number 

of particles per Lennard-Jones diameter cubed: 

n 
p* = _a3 V . 

We work with reduced densities ranging from 0 to ;v 0.7. 

(59) 

Pseudopotentials derived from scattering experiments are used to describe the interaction 

of the Ps atom with Ar atoms. The positron-Argon pseudopotential comes from past group 

work; the electron-Argon pseudopotential comes from Ref. [24]. They are both extremely 
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simulation. 

repulsive at short distances, and though the Ar-e- potential is slightly attractive for long 

distances, both potentials approach zero very rapidly with increasing distance from an Argon 

atom (7): 

V(r(e+ jAr)) = 275.56 e-5.3677r + 1495.1 e-27.628r 

V(r(e- jAr)) = -31.6712 e-1.78984r + 127.081 e-2.2r 

These energies and (inverse) distances are expressed in atomic units. 

(60) 

(61 ) 

We are able to determine pickoff annihilation rate because we have access to information 

about the electronic density of Argon as a function of radius. The data on electronic density 
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is provided on a logarithmic scale [25] (the most detailed data closest to the nucleus), and 

for speed of computation, we decided to use a 5-piece fit with simple rational functions to 

give us the electronic density as a function of radius. The logarithm of the electronic density 

was fit, since the electronic density varies by many orders of magnitude over the area we are 

interested in. The fitting function was chosen to be a Laurent series with powers of the radius 

ranging from -4 to 2; this form was chosen because the electronic density exhibits several 

regions of rapid variation at small radii. This electronic density fit p~~r) (r) was determined 

using KaleidaGraph to be: 

p~~r)(r) = e8.3272-39.856r+54.961r2 : 0 < r < 0.1 

= eO.047524jr2-0.64401jr+7.7479-1O.744r : 0.1 < r < 0.5 

= e-3.859jr4+21.081jr3-40.819jr2+34.659jr-l1.522-0.42209r : 0.5 < r < 2.0 

= e1.7858-2.3237r : 2.0 < r < 4.0 

= e-36.619 jr2+22.527jr-3.4642- 1.8468r : 4.0 < r 

(62) 

These results are not extremely enlightening in this form, but we have plotted the less 

highly variable product r2 p~~r) (r) to demonstrate that the fitting function is essentially 

the same as the density functional theory results (See Figure 8). The pickoff lifetime due 

to the electronic density of Argon is determined in the PIMC simulation by recording the 

distribution of distances of the positron beads from each argon atom (this is computationally 

intensive, but the distances must be computed when moving Argon atoms), then multiplying 

this distribution by p~~r) (r) and integrating. In the code, this does not actually require an 

integral; we simply compute the annihilation rate for each separation between a e+ bead and 

an Argon atom, keeping a running total of both the annihilation rate and the number of such 

distances. A very observant reader might note that there are small discontinuities in the fit 

at the boundaries of fitted zones, but since the annihilation rate is essentially determined 

by the integral of the electronic density p~~r)(r), these have an inconsequential effect on the 

lifetime. The overall accuracy of the fitting function is really all that matters, and since 
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Figure 8: A plot of 41fr2 p~~r) (r) - r2 multiplied by the electronic density of Argon. Solid 

lines are our fit (Eqns. 62), while the dots are density functional theory results from [25]. 

Eqns. 62 are quite accurate (with an RMS error less than 1 percent when averaged over 

the whole fitting zone), we would not expect our fit to be a significant factor in explaining 

inaccuracy of lifetime calculations. 

In the fluid parameter input file, we specify the reduced density p* as opposed to the 

number of fluid atoms. This reduced density is converted to a number of fluid atoms based 

on the size of the cavity. These atoms are then positioned in the free volume of the cavity 

in successively smaller rings. We determine the largest regular polygon of side length (J that 

can fit inside the circular cross section of the cylinder. A regular n-gon of side length (J can 

be shown to have distance r( n) from its center to one of its vertices: 

(J 1 
r(n) = -( . ( / ) + 1). 2 sm 1f n 

(63) 
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Eqn. 63 can be inverted to give an expression for n as a function of r; this is what we desire 

to determine the number of Ar atoms in the outer ring: 

1 
n(r) = (7r . -l ( 1 )). 

sIn 2r f r"" 
~-1 

(1 

(64) 

Here, we use r free to distinguish the actual radius of the cylinder from the maximum accessi

ble radius for Argon atoms due to the fact that their electronic density cannot overlap with 

the walls (and we assume the electronic density extends a distance 1J/2 from the Ar nuclei). 

We also note that n(r) in Eqn. 64 will likely not be an integer, so that we must round it 

down to actually produce our ring of no fluid atoms. Starting at the bottom of the cylinder, 

we place these atoms, stacking the outer rings until we reach the top of the cylinder. If 

we still have fluid atoms to place, we iterate the above procedure, with the new free radius 

rfree = r(no) - IJ (see Figure 9(a)). This process continues until we have placed all the fluid 

atoms, and accomplishes two goals: fairly efficient packing, and general avoidance of the Ps 

chain, which is initialized at the center of the cylinder. We would like to implement periodic 

conditions along the axial direction of the cylindrical pore. Thus, immediately after we make 

a center of mass move on the Ps chain, we reposition it back at what we consider as the 

"center" of the cylinder, shifting Ar atoms so that all relative positions between Ps beads 

and Ar atoms are unchanged. This generally involves some Argon atoms being shifted out 

of the cylinder, but the argon atoms see their periodic image, so when they move out one 

end, they reenter the other end, with no discontinuity of interaction energy. The entire set of 

Argon atoms is moved every 20 moves for Ps, and this process occurs inside the subroutine 

"flmove" in the code. The figure of 20 Ps moves per fluid move is by no means necessarily 

decisive or even appropriate, and it should be made adaptive, but during the time that this 

research was conducted, we didn't have an opportunity to develop sound criteria on which 

to base this adaptiveness. 

When the fluid atoms are moved, the pseudopotential between each Ar atom and all 

the beads in Ps must be calculated. The calculation of Ps pickoff decay rate due to the 

electronic density of Argon is agglomerated into this process. We thus distinguish between 
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Ar atoms and the wall as sources of pickoff annihilation for Ps. This may be a useful result 

for comparison with experiment - spectroscopy methods such as ACAR that detect doppler 

broadening can distinguish between the fluid atoms and cavity atoms as sources of pickoff 

annihilation. 

As we first developed these methods, particularly the fluid placement algorithm, we used 

the onboard graphics library "PLPlot" in order to assure that we were placing the fluid atoms 

correctly as the simulation began. In general, "PLPlot" served as a valuable diagnostic tool, 

as it enabled us to make corrections to the code without having to run a lengthy simulation 

before post-processing revealed a simple error in initialization. Though the segment of the 

code that implemented commands from the "PLPlot" library has been removed in the version 

of the fluid simulation code found in the appendix, the code "sho_pimc" contains several calls 

to plotting routines - lines 250-260 plot the probability density of the beads in a SHOo 

4 Results 

4.1 Correlation between Spherical and Cylindrical TE Models 

As described in the theory section, a common method of relating pore volume to lifetime 

based on PALS measurements is to use the well-known Tao-Eldrup formula. Often it is 

suspected, or even known, that pores are not spheres, but the model is used regardless [11]. 

In this section, we will compare the predictions of TE and its cylindrical analogue, and we 

will describe the origins of this 'surprising similarity.' 

The assumptions of the TE model are that o-Ps is essentially a SQP of mass 2 au, lying 

in the ground state of an infinite spherical well of radius Rs. Pickoff annihilation occurs with 

spin-averaged decay rate r s.a . = 2ns- 1 when the o-Ps particle is within ~ au of the wall, 

where ~ is an empirically determined parameter, usually taken to be 3.13 au for a sphere 

[26]. This gives us the following expression for spherical TE pickoff decay rate: 

(65) 
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(a) A plot of the initial configuration of fluid 

atoms. Using Eqn. 64, the 1382 fluid atoms 

have been packed in three rings of 21, 14, and 

7 fluid atoms. The packing is fairly dense, and 

avoids the center of the cavity. 

(b) A plot of the configuration of fluid atoms 

and a few beads from the Ps chain, after a 

50 Monte Carlo Steps for the fluid. The sys

tem has begun to equilibrate (many more steps 

would be needed for full equilibration, but we 

never run simulations with this many fluid 

atoms). 

Figure 9: Initialization and partial equilibration of 1382 Ar atoms in a cylinder of radius 25 

au (p* = 0.75). We cannot do full runs on this scale with our current code; streamlining 

would be required to do such a simulation in a realistic amount of time. "PIP lot" was used 

to produce these graphics during runtime. 
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Of course, given any other well geometry and the ground-state probability density for an 

SQP, we could generate a TE-type model where we made all the other assumptions of the 

standard TE model, but in a different geometry. In general, we'd have the following formula 

for pickoff decay rate: 
r P(r)dr 

Jp.o.zone 
rTE,general = r S .a ·1 P(r)dr 

everywhere 

(66) 

where P(r) is the probability density of the SQP in ground state. In other words, the pickoff 

decay rate is the product of r s.a. and the probability that the SQP is found in the annihilation 

zone, a region within ~ of all walls. 

We turn our attention in particular to the (alternative) case of the TE model in an infinite 

cylinder, where P(r) is related to Bessel functions, and will be a function ofradial coordinate 

p alone. The ground state wavefunction in a cylinder of radius Re is given by: 

(67) 

where 1o and 11 are Bessel functions , and X is the first node of 1o, rv 2.4048. We then have 

the radial probability density Pe(P) = P1/;6(P). We can compare Pe(P) with Ps(r) = r1/;6(r) 

(the probability density for a SQP in a spherical cavity): 

(68) 

(69) 

Furthermore, we may write both of these probability densities in terms of power senes, 

expanded about any convenient point. If we wish to compare the two probability densities, 

then it makes sense to choose the wall (Re, Rs) as the point of power series expansion (the 

only other unique point would be about the cavity center/axis, but Pe(p)ap, while Ps(r)ar2). 

Also, comparison of the probability densities near the wall ought to allow us to determine 

whether there is a relation between the TE-type models for the two geometries, as TE lifetime 

depends on the behavior of the probability density near the wall. It is straightforward to see 

that the expansion for Ps (r) is the same about the cavity wall (r = Rs) as it is about the 
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center (r = 0); namely 

(70) 

(71) 

(72) 

It is a bit more tricky to expand Pc(p) near the cavity wall. We can do it, however, by 

making use of a few identities of Bessel functions: 

f} 
f}uJn(u) = (1/2)(Jn_1 (u) - In+1(u)) 

f} 
(f}uJo(u) = -J1(u)) 

In+1(u) = (2n/u)Jn(u) - In- 1 (u) 

(73) 

(74) 

(75) 

In the following derivation, we will use the prime symbol to indicate differentiation with 

respect to p. We seek to write Pc(p) as a Taylor series about Rc: 

(76) 

Writing Eqn. 76 in terms of known functions amounts to determining the derivatives of 

Pc(p) at p = Rc, which are as follows: 

Pc(p) = R2~~( ) J6(XP/ Rc) 
c 1 X 

IRe = 0 

P~(p) = R2~( ) (J6(XP/ Rc) - (2Xp/ Rc)Jo(Xp/ Rc)J1(Xp/ Rc)) 
c 1 X 

IRe = 0 

P~/(p) = R2~( ) ((2p(X/ Rc)2)Jl(xp/ Rc) -
c 1 X 

(p(X/ Rc)2)JO(Xp/ Rc)[Jo(XP/ Rc) - J2(Xp/ Rc)]- (4X/ Rc)Jo(Xp/ Rc)J1(Xp/ Rc)) 

IRe = 4X2/R~ 

It can also be shown by use of Eqn. 75 that 

P~" (p) IRe = O. (77) 
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And by continued differentiation, one finds that 

(78) 

We do not proceed to higher orders, except to note that, unlike the spherical probability 

density, the cylindrical density power series contains odd powers of (p - Rc ), beginning at 

5th order. Now, rewriting Eqn. 72, and writing underneath it the analogous expression in a 

cylinder, we notice that they are rather similar: 

1 
Ps(r) = Rs (27r2((r - Rs)/ Rs)2 - (2/3)7r4((r - Rs)/ Rs)4 + ... ) (79) 

Pc(p) = ~c (2X2((p - Rc)/Rc)2 - [(3 /(2X2) + 1/2) -1/6 ~:~~~ lx4((p - Rc)/Rc)4 + ... ). (80) 

In particular, both series are dominated by a quadratic and quartic term, and there seems 

to be an analogy between X in the cylindrical formula and 7r in the spherical one. Now, we 

seek to set Rs = CtcsRc, with Ctcs defined to equalize the leading quadratic terms of the two 

series. Physically, this would correspond to an expansion or contraction of the sphere to give 

it the same (quadratic) probability density as the cylinder when we are arbitrarily close to 

the wall. Solving for such an Ctcs , we find that: 

27r2 2X2 

Ct~sR~ R~ 
Ctcs = (7r/X)2/3::::::; 1.195 

(81 ) 

(82) 

What a fantastic result! What could be more fundamental in the comparison between a 

cylinder and sphere than the ratio of nodes of their wavefunctions raised to a power that 

is the ratio of their dimensionalities. We now wonder whether the quartic coefficients (call 

them C4,s and C4,c) are also comparable to one another when the sphere is rescaled by Ctcs : 

C4,s * R~ = -(2/3)7r4/Ct~s::::::; -26.65 

C4c * R~ = -[(3/(2X2) + 1/2) _1 /6 J3 ((X)) lx4 ::::::; -23.26. 
, J1 X 

(83) 

(84) 

Indeed, they are only about 15% off from one another (note that, without the rescaling 

factor, c4,s*R~ = -(2/3)7r4 ::::::; 64.9!). Perhaps a more valid means of measuring the difference 
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Figure 10: A plot of the cylindrical (black) and spherical (gray) probability densities as a 

function of distance from cavity wall, for a rescaled sphere of Rs = CtcsRc, and Rc = 15 au 

. The dashed curves are power series to 4th order, and the vertical line indicates the extent 

of the annihilation zone. 

between the two probabilities to fourth order is given by the difference in the fourth order 

terms (Eqn. 84 - Eqn. 83 = 26.65 - 23.26 = 3.39) divided by the quadratic term (from Eqn. 

80: 2X2 = 11.57): 

(85) 

If we think of Eqn. 85 as an expression for the error in the approximation to 4th order 

in (( r - Rc) / Rc), then we see that, for a fixed (r - Rc), the error decreases reasonably 

quickly, like (1/ R~), as cavity radius grows. Figure 10 shows the cylindrical and spherical 

probabilities, as a function of distance from cavity wall, for Rs = CtcsRc. 

Now, this directly relates to TE annihilation models because LJ. is usually small com

pared to the radius of the cavity. This means that the lowest order terms in a power series 

expansion of probability are a good approximation of the probability. Since integration of 

the probability over the annihilation zone up to a distance LJ. from the wall gives the de-
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Figure 11: A plot of lifetime for (solid, thin): a spherical cavity, radius Rs , (solid, dashed): 

a cylindrical cavity, radius Rs, and (solid, dotted): a cylindrical cavity, radius Rs/acs . The 

agreement between (1) and (3) is impressive 

cay rate, and the probabilities for a cylinder of radius Rc and a sphere of radius acsRc are 

nearly identical near the wall, we can state that the standard TE formula, Eqn. 65, will give 

fairly accurate results for a cylinder as well (of rescaled radius). In Figure 11, we see that 

the agreement is indeed impressive. Lifetimes agree over a wide range of radii, and Figure 

12 shows that the maximum error of the approximation is only about 7% (determined by 

numerical integration in Mathematica). The form of the relative error ought to be governed 

asymptotically (for large Rc) by a similar expression to Eqn. 85, 

(3.39/5Rc) (/j./ Rc)5 ()2 2 
Error ~ (11.57/3Rc)(/j./Rc)3 = 0.176 /j. /Rc = 1.722/Rc (86) 

The above equation is also plotted in Figure 12. 

We are intrigued with the possibility of a more general scaling relation between lifetimes 

and equatorial radius for a sphere and a prolate ellipsoid of eccentricity 0 < E < 1. We 

have established the two limiting cases of sphere and cylinder. Thus we suspect suspect that 

a general prolate ellipsoid of eccentricity E, equatorial radius Re , would have roughly the 
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Figure 12: (Thick line) - A plot of relative error between lifetime in a cylinder of radius 

Rc and lifetime in a sphere of radius acs Rc. Error is below 2% for Rc) 8.7 au , below 1% for 

Rc) 12.3 au , and below 0.5% for Rc) 17 au. (Thin line) - The asymptot ic form derived in Eqn. 

86 is also plotted. 
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Figure 13: Ps tends to stay away from the wall much more in our 2-particle PIMC simulations 

than in a SQP model. The gray and black solid curves show the probability densities of SQP 

models for Re = 25au, T=1000 K and 300 K, respectively. The dotted curves are the same 

temperatures and radius, but for our PIMC simulation. 

same lifetime as a sphere of radius Rs = o;(E)Re, where 0; is a function of E, monotonically 

increasing from 0;(0) = 1 to 0;(1) = O;es ::::::; 1.195. More work on this problem is a likely future 

project for our group. 

4.2 Finite Size Effects on the Probability Density of Positronium 

We turn now from analytic results on TE-type models to PIMC results in cylindrical cavities. 

In all of our simulations, we see the marked effect of Positronium to avoid the walls much 

more than in the case of a SQP, whether calculated analytically or via PIMC (which can 

exactly reproduce the analytical density in the cylinder). This effect is well demonstrated 

in Figure 13. This tendency can be readily explained due to the finite size of Ps. When 

either a free positron or electron approaches the wall, its probability density must vary as 

(p - Re)2. In fact , if the well is cylindrical, and a SQP lies in the ground state of the well, 
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we would have P(p - Rc) = (2X2 / Rc) ((p - Rc) / Rc)2 arbitrarily close to the wall, as found in 

the previous section. However, our Ps is composed of two particles, so our story is nowhere 

near so simple. 

In order to obtain a semi-quantitative agreement with our simulations, we will develop 

a model to describe the probability density of a positron in Ps near the wall (p = Rc). We 

can view the probability density close to the wall of the e+ in Ps as being reasonably well

approximated as a product of the free cavity e+ probability density P free and the conditional 

probability that the electron "is happy" with the location of the positron. This conditional 

probability is essentially the state space allowed to the electron with the positron fixed near 

the wall (call this Se(P+ - Rc)) divided by the total state space allowed the electron when 

there is no wall nearby (call this Se (00), which can be (and usually is) set to unity by 

appropriate normalization). Here, we have defined P+ as the relative coordinate from the 

positron to electron. Assuming that the character of the Ps wavefunction is 1-s like, we can 

give an analytical expression for Se(P+ - Rc): 

Se(P+ - Rc) = j -(!-e- VQ 2
a+z

2 d(!dZd¢, 
cylinder 87r a 

(87) 

where the integration extends over the whole interior of the cylinder. We have used the 

variable (! as the relative separation component in the plane perpendicular to the cylinder 

axis, and ¢ as the polar angle in the same plane (plane polar coordinates centered at the 

positron). The integral in general has rather complicated bounds that are functions of P+, 

and Rc , and it is likely analytically impossible to perform (though straightforward numeri

cally, we do not perform the integration because we will soon introduce a different diagnostic 

on orientation that is rooted in our simulation as opposed to theory). However, we can gain 

some important qualitative information from the model. If P+ = Rc , then Se( 0) is a func

tion of Rc alone, and represents the amount of the s-orbital found inside the cylinder if the 

positron is confined to be at a point on the wall. Clearly, as Rc ~ 00, Se( 0) must approach 

1/2, for half of the s-orbital will be contained in a half plane. As the cavity radius decreases, 

Se( 0) will also decrease. If we had a closed form expression for Se(P- Rc), we could compare 

the product PfreeSe(p - Rc) to Pmeasured in order to get a good estimation of the deviation of 
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the Ps orbital from s-wave-like. 

Another way that we can determine this deviation is to look at the orientation of the 

Ps as a function of center-of-mass radius. Since the s-orbital is totally isotropic , we expect 

anisotropy in the orientation to reflect distortion of this orbital. We can gain a quantitative 

measure of orientation by determining the expectation value of the cosine squared of the 

angle between the relative separation vector r rei and the unit vector n in a direction of 

question: 

( \ = ((n.rre l )2\ 
n.; 1 12 ;. 

rrel 
(88) 

We will continue to refer to (n.) as the "orientation" in the n-direction. In our cylindrical 

geometry, we will be concerned with the radial direction (ep ) , the axial direction (ez ), and 

the angular direction (eq,). Now, as Ps approaches the wall, it makes physical sense that 

it will tend to preferentially align in a way that will allow it to avoid the wall as much as 

possible. In particular, very close to an infinite , flat wall, we would expect that the Ps would 

be equally likely to orient in any direction parallel to the wall, and would be rather unlikely 

to orient perpendicular to the wall. This same sort of argument applied to the case of a 

cylinder tells us that we will expect Ps to orient along the axis of the cylinder when its 

center of mass is very close to the wall, and that it will be increasingly unlikely to find Ps 

oriented in the radial direction the closer and closer we get to the wall. We indeed observe 

these tendencies in our simulations, as seen in Figure 14. A major point to be gleaned from 

Figure 14 is that the distortion from symmetry of the Ps orbital extends quite a bit away 

from the wall. In a very small cavity of radius 4 au, Ps is preferentially oriented along the 

cavity axis even at the center of the cavity. 

This brings us to an interesting calculation - suppose Ps is in a pure s-wave state, and 

we wish to determine the probability P(z) of finding the electron and positron a distance z 

apart. We can analytically perform the following integral to compute P(z) 

100 127r (} vi g2 +z2 
P(z) = -e- - a -d(}dcjJ, 

o 0 87ra 
(89) 
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Figure 14: Orientation (n. ), which is labeled as (projection2 ), in cylinders of radius 8 and 

4 au. Directions can be determined by their vertical position: (ep .) ---+ bottom, (ecp .) ---+ 

middle, and (ez . ) ---+ top. (In all significant measurements, (ez . ) > (ecp.) > (e p . )) . Note that, 

for an isotropic Ps probability density, we would have (ez . ) = (ecp.) = (e p . ) = 1/3. 
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by first noting that the integral over ¢ becomes simply 2n, and then noticing that: 

(90) 

By multiplying the top and bottom of the integrand of Eqn. 89 by vi rP + Z2, then integrating 

by parts (setting the integrated portion equal to the integrand of Eqn. 90), we obtain the 

following relation: 

(91 ) 

Applying the results of Eqn. 90 again, and evaluating at the appropriate limits , we obtain 

P(z): 

P(z) = (1/4)(a + Izl) e-Izlla = (1/4)(1 + Izl)e- 1zl since a = 1 au. (92) 

We can compare the findings of Pr(z) obtained from our PIMC simulation with the distribu

tion P(z) we have just calculated for the case of free Ps in its ground state. We find (Figure 

15) that Ps is substantially compressed in the z-direction for R=4 au, and the compression 

is reduced with increasing radius. This might be considered surprising, since intuitively one 

might expect the Ps to lengthen along the z-axis as it was squeezed by a pore of smaller 

radius. Apparently this is not the case - squeezing in the radial direction also results in 

squeezing in the axial direction, though to a lesser extent - it is shown by Figure 14 that 

Ps always is at least equally likely to orient in the axial direction as in the radial direction, 

and, when close to the walls, substantially more likely to orient in the axial direction. 

4.3 Lifetime Results for Ps Simulations 

We noted is section 4.2 that our simulated Ps tends to avoid the wall much more than 

would be obtained by summing thermally excited states for a SQP. If we adopt the same 

annihilation model as is used in such a calculation (uniform electron density in layer of 

thickness ~ = 3.13 au), our simulation results will systematically overestimate the lifetime 
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Figure 15: Pr (z) labeled as PreLz, for several different radii. Simulation results are the 

dots; the theoretical distribution (Eqn. 92) is the solid line. Note that this is actually twice 

the theoretical distribution, since the distributions are symmetric about z=O, and we only 

display positive z values. 
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Figure 16: Pickoff lifetime versus pore size, for Cylindrical TE model (solid curve) and our 

simulation (dots) - using the same annihilation model (~ = 3.13 au). The deviation is 

systematic, and grows larger with increasing pore size. These results are not too surprising, 

given our discussion of the qualitative tendencies of simulated Ps in section 4.2 

of Ps. Such an effect has previously been observed in spherical pores in simulations with the 

same core Fortran code [27]. In Figure 16, we have used Cylindrical TE lifetime as a proxy 

for experimental findings; as indicated by Figure 4, agreement between the data and TE 

model is good in this range of pore sizes. It is not too troublesome that our simulation data 

deviate substantially from the TE model; after all, the TE annihilation model is incredibly 

simplistic. If we attempt to fit our data to the TE curve by choosing ~ to be larger, we 

find that no single value will generate a good fit. Though ~ = 3.5 au gives what appears 

to be a good fit (Figure 17) over the range of radii in Figure 16, we can see that the fit is 

still systematically biased towards underestimating lifetimes at low radii , and overestimating 

them for larger radii; it is only because our range of radii is so small that the fit appears 

decent. 

It is important to note at this time that the annihilation rate is a very sensitive function 
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Figure 17: Pickoff lifetime versus pore size, for Cylindrical TE model (solid curve) and our 

simulation (dots) - our simulation here takes ~ = 3.5 au. The fit is better than in Figure 16, 

but the deviation is still systematic. A TE type annihilation model with a constant ~ is too 

simplistic for our simulation; we need a variable function ~(Rc) to fit our data adequately. 
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of Do, even more so in our simulations as cavities transition from microporous to mesoporous. 

As a standard for gauging just how sensitive a function it is, we will look at the SQP case. 

In a suitably large cavity of radius Rc , the TE pickoff rate will be very nearly a simple cubic 

function of Do: 

(93) 

This follows from Eqn. 80 if Rc is large enough. For a cylindrical pore, simply approximating 

the pickoff rate by Eqn. 93 introduces less than a 5% error in the lifetime for radii greater 

than 15 au. Additionally, for a SQP, the quadratic approximation to the probability density 

near the wall is more steeply sloped than is the actual probability density, due to the negative 

coefficient of the quartic term. Thus, in some sense, the pickoff rate actually varies with Do 

more slowly than as Do 3 , though it is unclear by how much. 

If we include thermal excitations for a SQP, agreement to the cubic scaling of pickoff 

annihilation rate with Do is extremely good. This stands in contrast to data from our PIMC 

simulation in Figure 18. Both equations are fit with a more general cubic form than Eqn. 

93, with the only assumption being that the probability density from the wall out to a 

distance Do is well-modeled by a quadratic term alone. This assumption means that we 

can write f = fo(Do/ DoO)3, and we take Doo to be 3.13 au. We see that the data from 

our simulation systematically deviate from the cubic form, though the uncertainty is non

negligible (rv O.OOlns- l). Still, we can say somewhat quantitatively that pickoff rate is more 

sensitive to Do in our simulation than in the case of a SQP, either with or without thermal 

excitations. 

We do not have much simulated data for larger pores such as the above points, due largely 

to slowdown issues with the code as the pore enlarges. These issues fall into two categories: 

difficulty with fully exploring state space, and desire to reduce the temperature so as to 

compare to experimental regions of interest. The cylinder of radius 28.34 au that produced 

the above data points would be considered a mesopore, and there are many mesoporous 

materials that have pores that are thought to be quite cylindrical in shape, so it is unfortunate 

that the code takes so much longer to run as voids get larger. 
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Figure 18: The "cubic approximation" applied to both the cases of a SQP calculation (small 

points, solid line) and PIM C simulation (large points, dashed line) of pickoff decay rate 

f. Both cases have Rc = 28.34 au and T = 500 K, and have their cubic fits calibrated at 

~o = 3.13au, where the SQP calculation gives f6'QP = 0.0135, and the PIMC simulation 

gives f~IMC = 0.007(1). The thermally excited SQP calculation points fit the cubic formula 

with high accuracy, but the PIMC simulation results systematically deviate , varying more 

rapidly than the cubic fit. 
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We were given several sets of PALS prepublication data by Zaleski [28], though he 

believes that only one sample has a high enough porous intensity to be confident of the 

porous lifetime measurements. A mixture of the organic templating materials C12 (n

dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide) and C18 (n-octadecyltrimethylammonium bromide) 

has radius Rc ::::::; 28 au, measured by gas adsorption. The porous lifetime component is quite 

precisely measured to be T = 47.1 (4) at T = 303K. Our PIMC data from Rc = 28.34au 

and T = 500 K yields a T = 54 (3)ns for ~ = 3.57 au, and T = 72 (3)ns for ~ = 3.13 au. 

We have no data for Zaleski's temperature at this radius, though we would estimate that 

lowering the temperature by 200 K would raise the lifetime by roughly 5 - 10 ns. Thus we 

would need an even larger value of ~ than 3.57 au to equalize our results and Zaleski's. This 

speaks further to the systematic deviation of our results from the TE model, and indicates 

that we and (since the 2 particle model of Ps is in no way a deficient model of reality, but is 

actually superior) the positron community should move towards a more sophisticated model 

of pickoff annihilation, such as one that more realistically modeled the electronic density and 

interactions of Ps near the wall. This will likely be a future topic of investigation for the 

group. 

4.4 Results from Argon Simulations 

Our data from PIMC simulations of Ps in pores containing Argon are interesting, though 

more work on the subject is needed. We performed simulations in a pore of radius 16 au, 

attempting to balance the benefits of simulating the Ar-Ps system in a larger pore with 

the rapidly increasing computational effort as the pore size is increased and the density of 

the fluid is held constant. Since the number of fluid atoms at a given density varies as the 

radius cubed, this meant choosing a rather small pore, less than 3 of Argon's Lennard-Jones 

diameters in radius. 

We observe the tendency of Ps to form a bubble as Ar density increases in the cylinder. 

This observation comes principally from qualitative snapshots of the simulation while it is 

running (Figure 19), but is also backed up by our data on the different pickoff annihilation 
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rates due to the electronic density of the walls of the cavity and of the Ar fluid atoms (Figure 

20). We observe a drop in the pickoff annihilation rate of Ps due to the wall, as the reduced 

density of fluid increases past rv 0.1. This is consistent with formation of a bubble inside 

the Ar, where the Ps is trapped, and thus has a much lower probability of coming in contact 

with the wall. One could further verify the presence of a bubble by, for example, following 

the methods of Reese and Miller ([29]) in plotting root mean squared deviation (from an 

index bead, call it bead 1) as a function of bead number on both the positron and electron 

chains. Reese and Miller's findings, when plotted in this fashion, show a near parabola for 

the case of a free quantum particle. As fluid is introduced, the parabola is flattened, as the 

chain becomes more and more constrained from exhibiting free-chain behavior. However, at 

this point, we do not have a routine in the code for recording distances between an index 

bead and all the other beads. Incorporating methods that increase the amount of data that 

can be gathered represents one avenue of possible future work on the project. 

Our pickoff rates are not in absolute agreement with observations, though their shape 

does agree qualitatively with experiment. Figure 21 shows that pickoff annihilation rate 

should approach a value of around 1ns-1 for bulk Ar. The figure lists densities of gas in 

terms of amagat units , where 1 amagat density is equal to 44.615 moles/m3 . The conversion 

factor between amagat and Lennard-Jones reduced density can be shown to be p( amagat) = 

942.8p*(LJ reduced), so that their densities of 0-300 amagat correspond well to our simulation 

densities: p* 0-0.5 implies densities of 0-470 amagat. Our Figure 20 has a similar qualitative 

structure to Figure 21, but has a saturation annihilation rate that is roughly an order of 

magnitude lower. But this comparison should not be expected to be particularly exact -

our simulation is conducted at 631 K in a confined cylinder of radius 16au, not near room 

temperature in a large space filled with Ar. Attempts to try to explain this discrepancy of 

annihilation rate, whether it is real (due to temperature and porosity) or artificial (related 

to coding errors) should be a future topic of investigation for the group. 

With this said, altering the structure of the code to lower computational effort, and in 

particular, moderate the explosion of computational effort with increasing pore size, is the 
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Snapshots from MMC simulation at two densities 

p* = 0.35 p* = 0.25 

Figure 19: A bubble seems to form in the case of p* = 0.35, while no bubble is present for 

the lower Argon density p* = 0.25. The presence of a bubble is visually deduced from the 

compactness of the Ps chains. These data are provided by snapshots of the system taken at 

the same point during the run (i.e. 50% of steps completed) . 
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Figure 20: Pickoff rates due to Argon atoms and the wall. The wall pickoff rate initially 

rises with increasing Ar density (albeit slightly) , but then drops as Ps self-traps in a bubble 

inside the Ar. 
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Figure 21: Pickoff decay rate of Ps in different gases; experimental observations for Argon 

are squares. The filled squares are for T=I60 K, and the unfilled squares are for T=297 

K. Note that decay rate is rv Ins-I, roughly an order of magnitude greater than in our 

simulations. Figure taken from Ref. [30] 
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most necessary future improvement to the code. The first way that this should be done 

is via truncation of the Lennard-Jones potential so that the computational effort does not 

increase so rapidly with an increasing number of fluid atoms. The pseudopotential that 

governs interactions between the lepton chains and Argon atoms could also be truncated. 

In both of these cases, it would make sense to use some sort of method that keeps a list of 

"nearby neighbors" for each particle or region of the cylinder. Again, we emphasize that the 

problem of the Ps-Argon system has many interesting areas of possible future investigation. 

4.5 Conclusions 

We have successfully used Path Integral Monte Carlo (PIMC) simulation to examine the 

behavior of Ps in cylinders. We find that the PIMC lifetime of Ps in pores of size 4-28 au 

is systematically longer than that predicted by Tao-Eldrup (TE)-type models that include 

thermal excitations, when we apply the TE model of pickoff annihilation to the probability 

densities obtained from our simulations. Altering the thickness ~ of the "annihilation zone" 

cannot uniformly bring the PIMC results into agreement with analytic models; a nonconstant 

~(Re) is required to effect such an equalization. A related finding is that pickoff decay rate 

r is more sensitive to variations in ~ in PIMC simulations than in SQP calculations, where 

r is observed to scale as ~ 3 for sufficiently large radii. 

We have also developed an analytic correspondence between TE lifetimes in spherical and 

cylindrical cavities. We find that a cylinder of radius Re has nearly the same TE lifetime as 

a sphere of radius cxesRe, where CXes err /x)2/3 = 1.195 is the rescaling factor determined 

by equalizing the leading terms in two power series expansions of probability density. The 

approximation generated by estimating the lifetime of Ps in a cylinder by that in a sphere 

of rescaled radius has maximum error less than 7%, and the error is less than 1% for radii 

greater than rv 13 au. This relation helps to explain why the standard (spherical) TE model 

has often been robust in fitting lifetime vs. pore size curves for materials that do not have 

spherical pores. 

We have investigated a few qualitative features of Ps behavior in micropores, including 
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orientation and probability distribution of axial (z-) separation of the positron and electron 

beads. We have also incorporated Ar atoms into the same cylinder as Ps, and established 

equilibrium simulation of the Ps-Ar system. Ps is observed to form a bubble in the Ar 

fluid, both directly, through simulation snapshots, and indirectly, through a reduction in the 

component of pickoff annihilation due to the electronic density of the walls of the cylinder 

as the density of Argon is raised. 

Several substantial improvements could be made to the code, and the simulation of the 

Ar-Ps system is still in its infancy. Continued investigation should prioritize more realistic 

models of pickoff annihilation, more efficient algorithms for exploration of state space in 

larger voids, and less computationally intensive methods for incorporation of fluid atoms. A 

synthesis of this exploration of a new geometry for PIMC simulations of Ps, and of Wolfson's 

work on incorporation of bulk dielectric response, could also bring the simulation a large step 

closer to reality. 
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C\ 
,t:. 

Append! . A -- code Sho_plmc . f90 

1 plJ'<Jgram sho_pi IIIC 

2 !! stands for simple harmonic asci llator' path i ntegral monte carlo 
3 !! ". 'Il look at one particle and· vary t he number of beClds 
4 
5 \~1\citnone 

6 
7 
a 
9 

!! just as a note, I'll use double ""'"",,,tion poi nts for c""",,,"nts 
t! and single exclamat ion poi nts for ~nted out program lines 

1.0 
II 
1Z 

!,! we declare our Wld "ttles, storting wi th those pert",ning 
!! to gen!",l prog ..... scal" 

13 integer, parc:wneter :: "_beClds-S 
14 integer, .po.rOllll!ter :: ""'5- 100000 I! .. nte carla steps p<!r bead 
15 integer, pa rc:wneter "_t~_st.ps-Z6 

16 integer, 'porometer , : n..i nlt-1.0 ! ! number of initial ization 
tl!llp<!rot u re steps 
17 
13 
19 

!! now a few s.-.ation i ndIces and a seed 

20 i nteger : : t, i. k, I ,""'VI!- i nde .. 
2:1 integer, paramet. r :: seedool ! ! for ranl gen.rator 
22 double p .... ct sion, porc:wneter :: anega..1.It, mass-l.e, httar-LB, 
kl>-l.1l 
23 double precision ,; kap.po !! tMs .. n I be t .M nil spring constant 
24 
2S r! and tempe.ra,tlJfe. energies I etc 
26 
27 double. preci sion, dl.mens\onCn_t"'"l'_steps+fLi nit) t ...... rotur....e.0 
28 doub I e pred. \ on beta 
29 doub Ie pred S \ on :: L I nlt-'l. " 
30 double precision : : t""'P_stepoojl .5 !! ",,'II pl.ot over different 
temps 
31 double preelslon 
32 double preei stoo 
33 

tLold , tLnew,lLdelta, Bolt.zllclnnJoctor, C"st 
T_old, T_new ,V_old , V_new 

34 ,5 ~! adjustable ~" co.rto stuff, t oo 

36 douttl e precision 
37 doubl e pr.cls ion 

"cc"ptanceJot e 
ta,rget:..slze 

38 
39 l! "e' \ I need an array to caver our bead post han. 
40 
41 double preci si on, dl"",nsi onCn~bead's) :.: ~ 

42' real, dimensi on( n..beadsomcs!2) ;; ,,-total 
4J double precision : : lu,tten.,t H trill be the attempted lI!OYe 
44 real :: min.. •• IMJLIl 
4S 
46 !! t hi s I s ,,!tout al l we need ta just run the calculation 
47 !! further vari ables a .... solely f ar plotting 
48 
49 r."l, dimenston(n_.beads) :: i llLti"",,_slic. 
5& 
Sl do i - 1,n..teap_step,HfI_i nit ! I the exterior tell'f)eroture 1001' 
52 t ...... ratur.(\)-C!-rU lli t)Oteoop_st.p+t_inl t !! ad,ana. the 
t....,.,.ctur. 
53 !! unless"" 're i n one of the first "_init t emperatu .... st.ps, 
54 Uwheoe "e'\1 wait for t he. systetll to equilibrate 
SS H (LLE.n_lnit) then 
56 ~rature( O-t_ i nit 
57 end if 
58 print", "the temperature is", t....,.,rotur.(i) 
59 pri nt ·, "thermal "ave l ength Is", 
sqrt(2 . 0°3. 1415gohborl(lIW:lS.s"lcb"t....,.,rature(i ))) 
60 beta-l .0/(kb"tenperature(I» 
61 !print ., beta 
62 kap~(mas.son_beods)/(betaOhttar)OOZ 

63 !print ", kappa 
64 accept<:ance_rate-0 . 0 
65 t arget:..si.ze-l . 0/(2, 0"sq.t (beto"""ppo) 
66 
67 f! now a loop to randCOlly place the beads t he f1 rst time 
68 !! betooeen +1- the sqrt of "'pected value of CxA2) 
69 !! "hich is b.ta"hba·r"U"",ss " V n...beod.s 
70 
71 if ( LEQ. l) then 
72 do j -1,n...!>eads 
73 x(j)-(ranl(s~ecl)-e. S)/sqrt(bet.a°lcappo) 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79· 
811 
81 

end do 
end if 

!call pltnlt_O 

! ! "OIl C ..... 5 our main loop to move o:raund t.he beads 
do j ·.l,OIC.s o"-.beads 

! ! in the jth pass t hrough t ht s loop, we ' ll t .ry to .. ve 



0'1 
Ul 

82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
t hen 

! ! t he (j (1IIOd ILbeads) tl)th bead 
~_i ndex""",dO ,FLbe"d. )+l 

!! and e>'"ry time t.hat .., have ... de on" cycle through 
! 1 "'" d!agnose our acceptance rat. 
I I atllli ng for 40-'60 percent 
if (m:>v,,-i ndex.fQ. lLbea" •. ANO ,acceptance_rGte .LT.0 . 4) 

89 ! prl nt ., 'acceptanc'e rate is ', acceiptanc,,-r ate 
90 ta,rgeLsize-torgeLs!:re/2 . e 
91 ac<.eptanc"_rat.~.0 

9'2 else if 
(lIIOV"-index. EQ. IL.bead.s .~[) . ac,cepta"c"Jote . GL e. 6) t hen 
93 !print • t lacceptance rate i.s·' I occeptancLrate 
94 t.arget._s i ze-target_size·2 .e 
95 acceptance_rate-0 . 9 
96 else t f ( JID\Ie_index . EQ . n.-beads) then 
97 
98 
99 
100 
un 
192 
canfilluration 
1e3 
104 
10S 
106 
107 
lea 
109 
U9 
l U 
112 
.113 
U4 
us 
U6 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 

end if 

!print ., lacceptonc~ rate is I. occ.>eptQnc~rate 
accoptance_rate00 . e 

if ( j. EQ. 1) then I! r <fn haIIi \ton ian calculati oo onc .. 
! ! Q loop t o COlJPUto t he en.ergy of tho 

end if 

! I firs t e,lO<lr .off the energy variables 
fLold-9.e 
fLnew-0.e 
T_ald-0 .0 
T_".,..-0 .8 
V_ol d-0 .e 
'i..llew-0 .9 
Lostooe.9 
do K-l,lLbea<ls 

ene! db 

!! first to"" t he kinetic contribution 
I-h I 
if (I< . EQ. n_beo.<I. ) 1.1 
T _DIdo L ol cI.e . S· kappo' (x.(k)-x(1)·· 2 
II now for the potenti a l contribution 
V _old-lI_ol d+(L9/n_bO<lds)' sho(x( k)) 

II .., wi 11 ottOlllpt to move one '.of t he ,beads 
I I and see ""at happen.s to the energy of the syst .... 
"-'a~t.x(IIIO\I .. _i ndex)~tQr!let_s i 2 .. ·CrQnl(se .. d)-0. 5) 

125 
126 
127 
12,8 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
1304 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
IS8 

!! "OW COlJPUt .. th .. new .. nergy 
!! "hi ch is 'lory etose to the old 

!! subtr act of f contri bution f...- old x. add """ one 
!!kineti c: (the har de .. part, spec ific to """,,,-i ndex) 
i f (JID\Ie_tndel<.EQ. I) t hen 

10-2 
I-n_be4ds 
T_n ... ·Lold-9.S'koPpo·(xCIIIOYe_i ndu)-x(k))··Z &. 
-II .S·!rappo·(x(_,U nde.)-x.(I »)"2 &. 
.e . ~kappa·(x_attempt-x(k))"2 l 
.e.S'ko,ppo'Cx_ottempt-.x(l)'·Z 

else (f (lIIO~inde • . EQ . lLbeads) t.hen 
k-l 

~ 'I~f!' 

end i f 

I ""_bet>ds-1 
T_.n ..... T _01<1-0. S·koppo·Cx( lIIOve_ i nde. )-.{k» '·2 &. 
-II .S·kappo·(x(rnove_i ndu)-x(I»)"Z &. 
+0 . S·,kap.po· (lLott....,t-xCk))··Z & 
+0 . S·kappo·(._ott""",t-x(1 ))·'2 

k~i nde .. l 
1"""",,-l ndo.- 1 
T_new-Lolcl-e . S·koppa·CxClOIOve_indu )-x(k))··Z & 
-0 . 5'kappo '(x(lIIOVo~1 ndex )-1<(1 )). '2 & 
.e. S·kappo·ClLattempt-x(k))"2 &. 
.e. S'kappo'(lUlttempt-,x(I»··Z 

!! potent ial : (look. much easi e r , and is) 
V_""""V_old-(1 . 0/lLbeods)·5ho(.("",ve~l ndex»)& 

+(1 . 0/o_beads)' shaCx_ottempt) 

" the .old a nd new hosi I toni ans fo\1 011 
fLo I doT_ol diV_old 

159 !Ln ...... TJlOIHV-" ... 
160 
161 Iprint ., 'ol d ~iltonian is ', lLold 
162 !print ., 'new haIri Itonl an Is' " H_n ... 
163 !prlnt ., T_ald ,V_ol d 
164 !print ., ' O!I!ergy esti,.,tor is', 
(3. eon_bead.s)/(2 .0*beta).& 
165 ! 11_01 d-T_old 
166 
167 
168 
169 

! , c~re: these two hmni Itonian:s 



0'1 
0'1 

170 
1.71 
172 
173 
~_"i."de.x: 

174 
175 
176 
In 
178 
179 
180 
1&1 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
half"",y t hrough 
191 
192 
193 

fLd"lt .... HjIeW· fL ol d 
'Sol t2It<Jnnjodor-dup( -bd.a'lLdolta) 

1pri nt " 'The cor,.>tJt.r is att....,H n9 to ID>Ve be<ld', 

Iprint " ' f ,rtIIII i n! Hal pos i tion ', xGmov,,-t ndf!x),& 
\' to flnol po.iti",,·, JLaU....,t 
!print ' ' The aSS.Qcioted en.rgy chang. is', ILdelta 
!print " 'And has SoltzmaM roctor' , 8oIt2_n._f"ctor 

!! """ execute (01" try) t he Metr~1i 5 l!IOYe 
!! i n general , ... '\1 set old H equal to ne.- H 
I" 05 c....,ut"d frart th" move 

\ f (lLdel tG. lE' . 0.0) then !! " lwoy. "",Ire t.he . ..""" 
.(_"-in""x)-x_ot t-,, 
occeptonc"Jote-occeptanc"J"t,,+! .0/n_b..ads 
I._oLd-L,n .... 
V_GLot..V..;n"" 
!print •. 'move accepted I 

!! reto.rd the val .. " of .. 'f we're mo.e t ho 

1 f (j GT. "-bead.s ~mcsI2) t hen 
" ._tot<> 1 (j-n-,Deads ' lIICs/2)-x..att""¥>t 

end if 
l.94 elS<! if 
(lLdel to.GT .11 .0. AND . r anlCseed) . lIE . Boltz".:Jn.'LfQctor) then 
195 ' I st i n <lccept the IIIOY. 
196 x(move_i"dex)..<-ot1:~ 
197 "cceptonc·e_rate~c ce,ptancesote+l ,0/n-""ods 
198 T_old-L...,.. 
199 V_o\ d-VJJe!I' 
20i r,prtnt •.. 'move acC'epted" 
201 
202 
hal fway through 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
289 
210 
211 

II r"cord the val ue of x 'j f .... re ""' .. , t hon 

if (j .GT . n_DMds'rac./Z) tlten 
~totQ! (j -,,--.beads °mcsl2)-x_Qttempt 

!!lid if 
ehe !, ft reject t"" """"', and "e need "",lte no changes 

T _0 t d- ,T _ol d 
V_old-V_ol d 
~ print .. I ' lnO'Ye re ject~d" 

!! reoo"d the val ue of x H ~,"r .. II" ,.. than 

! ! hol"""y thr<>ugh 
if ( j. GT. n~eads'mcsl2) then 

212 
213 
2.14 
215 
2:16 
217 
218 

JL total (j. n.~""ds·IIC5/2)-x (I'lOVO_ j ndex) 
ond if 

"nd If 

'I! ... . re don.e .1 th the .... t 'r'ope It . port , and dlagnDs ti 05 

,1<1 I I 
219 
220' 

J! be oddod l oter 

221 
222 
223 
214 
225 
226 
227 
,n8 
229 

!! I nter dcti v. plotti ng rovtin. b. l "" ol l ooos u. to SO" 

" ""olution of path Integ~dt 

llf 
j 

(j. C;r. 5000) t hen 
.m' ,,--x-x(1) 
moXy-x(l) 
do k-l. ,,--bf!od. 

' '"-tllIIe_sl1ce(k)-1.0' k 

230 
if ( r ""I('Ck» . LT. .. ln..x) IBl n-x-.(I<) 
if (r..a \ (x(k») . GT . "",-,,_x) ""'JLX-x(k) 

231 end do 
,23·2 call p!col_(1) 
233 call 
pl,,"v_C -1. 5"0I>s("" ,,--x) ,1 . S·obs(mx_x)., e. 0 ,1. 0'n-,~ds, 0 ,1) 
234 'ca\1 pllab,_(,x-pos i ti",,', 'j""'ginary ti .... sl j c" 
n,""",or'. 'path \nteS/raU' ) 
235 'colt pl coL(2) 
l36 cCll I 
237 
238 
239 
240 

Go,lt 
call 

pi I I ""_CFLb..ads , real ex), iIll.U""'Jlice) 
plcoL(3) 
plpe>l n_CFLbeads,real(x), ill\..ti .... _sl !ce,4) 

lend if 

241 ond do 
242 
243 !call pl.nd_O 
244 
245 ,,,hLX-x_tato.l (l) 
2~ """,_x-x_total (1) 
247 do ~-1, "_bea'" °mcsl2 
.24-8 \f Cf<!Ql (<-totaICk».LT.min-x) rrli.,,--xaJ[._total(k) 
l49 if ( r ..al (x_totClI(I:»). GT . Dl:x-x) """,,-,,-x..total(l:) 
250 end do 
lSI 
252. call plsdev_Cl) 
253 <all pUBi t_O 
l54 co\! 
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pleny_( -abs(sifUl -"'X_x)/l. 5 ,<lbs(ml "-,,-..,'x_)<)/1 . 5,0 .0, n_beads""", sl 
50 .9.0. 1) 
255 call plcoL(2) 
2S6 call plhisC(II_beads·lIIC sl2 •• _total ,",iJUC .1IQlL;~ .190.1) 
257 call p\coL(1) 
258 call pllab_{'x-posl ti,OI\' • 'numb~,r of b~d.s· . 'histogran of n_. 
of be<Jds') 
259 cal l pl ~n'LO 
260 
261 
262 end do 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
26'3 
270 
27.1 
272 
273 
27<\ 
275 
276 
277 
278 
27'3 
280 
281 
ZS2 
283 
284 
285 
286 
237 
288 
289 
298 
2'31 
292 
z'n 
294 
295 
296 
297 

contQ\ns. 

! I Ranlkn N..mer Generct-ing Function (Bug) 
,jouble pr"ci ,slon function ranl(idum) 
I"",lici t none 
daub Ie pr .. ch Ion: : r(97) 
Intege •• i nt"ntCIN) :: Id .... , 
sClve 
I ntege. . p<lr""",tu : : '1011- 25'3200. LAl.n41.1Cl.S4773 
r~l. porOllM!ler :: RMI-L0d'01141 
Integer. pcr .... tu :: ,142ol344S6.IAZ-Sl21.lC2-2B411 
rl!D\. pcr""",te. : : ~-1.0d'0/IQ 
I nbge. , porlbet~,r : : 16024.3e00. LA3004561. 10. 51349 
integer : : IX1, IX2, lX3, jj:j 
I nteger : : Iff-6 
if (idum < 8 . C>!". Iff - 8) th .. n 

i ff - 1 
IXl a mo<I(ICl-td .... Ml) 
1X1 - mod(lAl-IXl .. I Cl.IoI1) 
IXl - mod(1Xl . N2) 
lXl - mod(lAl·lXl+lCl.Ml) 
IX) - moo(IX1.1G) 
do jjj - 1.97 

IXI • mod(IA1'IXl+IC1 ,Ml) 
IX2 ~ mod(IAZ'IXZ .. rC2.MZ) 
r(jjj) • ( dfloot(IX1)-+dfloot(IX2)'RM2)"R)Il 

. nd do 
end if 
IX1 _ modClAl'rXl+ICl , Ml) 
IX2 -1IIOd(IA.Z'rXZ .. IC2.MZ) 
IX3 - mod(IA3'IX3 ... IC3 .M3) 

298 j j i - 1+(97"1)(3)/16 
299 If (j jj > 97 .or. j jj < 1) PAUSE 
3e0 .Dlll - re j j.)) 
301 r ( jjj) - (dfl oot(IX1)+<Ifloat(LXZ)·~)·RMl 

302 ~nd function ranl 
303 
304 doubl e preciS i on functlon sho(x) 
305 l t just a sl..,le hormanlc osci llator potential 
306 ,...,l i d t none 
307 doubl e precis ion, intent(IM) : : X 

308 double precisi on, p<lr""",te. :: omega-I. II , "" ,s-1 .0. hba,r-l. e 
309 
310 ."o&I .5·C'"".,5·"""'9O .. 2)·.··2 
311 
312 end f uncti on she 
313 
314 
315 
31,6 end prog'r ... ho_pilllC 
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PRQIGR.I)I PIMCES ! Path Int"'9rol Monte (arlo 

l!--------!' 
!! TABLE OF CCtITEHTS !! 
I!----· 

' " " writt"", 6 . Ja.ZeeS 
!! La.st updated 7.27.2005 

II 1) Pragr ... l1 istor y (- 120 1\nes) 
II 2) ",'ori ab Ie Dlec\ a.rat( on C- ae U nes) 
II 3) Moln ?regr"'" Body (- 250 lines) 
II C) Subroutines (- 979 Hne.s) 
II binl t (. 10 Hnes) 
!! cort,bin c- 26 lines) 

" Flr" i t C - 126 11 nes) 
! I fl/llOlle C- ae li nes) 
I I gorpoS c- a line,s) 
!l 'nit...bead.$ c- 70 1\nes) 
II Initial \ze C- 100 lines) 
It 'move (- 170 lIne.s) 
II ITIJ~Cm c- 20 lines) 
II plol:..beods (- ae linoes) 
II pS,.o.i erttotion c- 20' 1\ ne.s) 
II RacliQI Bin C- 50 li nes) 
If Reodlnput (- 50 l ines) 
!! tryboth ( - 40 lines) 
II 5) Functi ons (- l70 lines) 
!! 
II 
!! 
It 
!I 

" !! 

gallSS C- 10 li nes) 
gcav c- ze 1 in .. s) 
rani c- 3e Hnes) 
vcoulomb ( - 10 I \ noes) 
vfunl (- 10 I i nu) 
vpseudocr ( - 100 ! Ines) 
vqLS(lnt c- 29 H nes) 

The Hl~Y of t hi s program 
This code orlgl nat,,'; as spher<!4.2 . f90 i n S.......,r. 1999 
Ilia t he r outine sp~er .. _e.s\l5 . f90 i ,n March, ,zooe 

41 
42 
43 
44 
405 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
S3 

fORl4ER VERSION (sphete4 . 2 . f90) WAS ..• 
a st.agi ng pragr"," of a si ngl e partlcle 
The potential "as t he image poteJlh al due to a. ha.r<l sphere. 
7-27: created i r"", sphe.rel.l.f96 to pr'int out virial energy 
separately for each bead 
e.nergyOV ""t included i o oe"erg), avero!Jes 
7-28: vi ri,,' funct i on bug fi x (r2 ->- 'plus2) 
7-29 : 4's cho~ed bad e to 2' s in vi t ial and 9cav functions 
3- 3.-00: vl rial ene.gioes disabled, 

HElfER VERSI~ Csphere_oesVS. fge) WAS 
3-1-00: MOOIF1ED to use pseudopotenti a! f'l,m electroni c 

S'tructur~ calculotion 
54 3-3-00: to reod di,,,rete potentlols ( f rom file v.dot) 
S5 I 3-3-00: read. unfol'1ll<ltted (from file v_,mfono" c!Gt) 
56 l 3-6--00: and"" heve period i c baunclory c""d i Hons;. ore testing a 
sinusoidal 
57 pot~ i o! 

58 3-7-00: We use a cubic spline i nterpolat ion """tine due to J.E. 
Posk 
59 ! ta interpolate: betweenval ue·s in fil e 
60 3-8-00': lI'e Intejlrat~ the bead density, wei ghted by an e l ectronic, 
charge 
61 density .. tIleh is r ead as an input file, and a l so I nterpol at .. d 
6.2 
63 HEWER VERSION (peri od! c1. f90) WA.S • • . 
f>4 Frca periodic. f90 which ,""s a ..,re f9x c""'Pliant ver sion of 
s.phere.e.VS, f90 
65 I aM tailored t o do periodic pot.ential. 
66 ! J:nter "",d\ate version a code ca l\ edkronig,f90 odIlch r~d the 
hard cavity 
61 I The pot""ti c \ and cllo,.ge densi t ,y no 1""ger C~ f'''''' di rect ,-"od. 
to it tes 
68 ! but. rather, vi a t he: lIXNlu l e vcg.setup 
6,9 This ""'kes mod.!e called Inte,rpalation . present in' 
78 pedodi c . f90 and kreni 9 . f90. obsol oete and i t hos been removecl 
71 
7Z U.e.s routines colledoe<! by p~t1 Sterne Into a .lropper \<cg'"f9l!' 

" hId. 
73 
74 
75 

76 ' 
77 
7a 

ore hove adapted i nto tll i s prDjlr"", 
&!l"" are COl!llleJ'lt. fran Stoemes IIcgd90 pragr""': 

purpose : 
progrOlll to cCllculate positron potenti"ls by Interpolation 
frCl!! the fepot output IIcg fi Ie 

call., 



0'1 
\.0 

79 
80 
81 
82. 
33 
84 
85 
86 
!7 
M 

subs: ""adin potset red p c1 ustg'adpt 
fns: vatpt, fnatpt, gClmlllp 

" ritte,, : phi I \1' sterne, .ternel.ll nl.g<>v 
date: ,""rc h 19., 2000 

Na:1:R VERSION ( Ileri edi c2. (90) l'AS 
,Q routine wi t h l'M) ,,1101.n.5.. el4!ctron and pos.ttron_ \l'IterllC'tl ng 'liia 
,a Yuk""" potential 

89 f NEWER VERSloti ()bcPEZ) WAS 
90 ! A tliO cMln "",de l interacting thrDug, t lte ·c""lombic th"nnal 
de.ns i t ll propagottlr, _i t ,h 
91 a routine that e!1'loys an atom-electron p.eudopot."Ual. It 
92 I also ho. i~royements to effi c>en.c), as "ell as 0 ,new obs.erV<lble: 
R{s), 
93 I the bead correlation funcHan . . . 
94 Run. on the ,""C as wen a. Oxford . t h,mb to fOnllOtted input 
since dato fil eo 
95 ! " .. ,,' created (for no gOQd r.,oson) only 
96 on Oxford 
97 
S8 ! IfE'lER VERSION (lobc_PEZnew) WAS 
99 
100 ! 09-jul ""1: co lculates pai r corr elati.on f unction g(r), ",it es to 
out put Z3 
101 ! 10-jul ""1: update. centers of ... ss exc, x<l, xcZ), bins xc2(1) 
11\ output 28 
102 I energy ""rla bi 'e.s declared & i ni tial ized ..-I th others 
(I nstead of j 'n lIIOVe) 
193 11·jul -01 : cavb\n l nito l\2ed (e .. rDr i n previ Dlls code) 
104 
105 NEWER VERSJaj <,""cPPEZnew) I S . . . . 
186 ! A parallel \Ie'5i.011 of Nac_PEZ desi gned to run on t he Hac duster 
107 ! 2e-jul-91: <avbi n no l onger calculated (dist from e+ t o or igin, 
i rre lewnt ) 
103 ! l.3·-ju [ -01: - 9(rr) ctllculat.ed fr.., CJ!1 (bin .. .,cl in gr _olL.bin , out'put 
23) all d 
109 ! r rom every bead ( bi.Med i n gr Jlead_bin, 
output 24) 
119 - n .... subroutine """,,_an : call ed every 
novol u posses ( Instead ·"f t r-ybot h), 
III I GIll move<l I n random direction , oc is "'001 

acs..v(nevalu'-1) 
112 24-jul-01 : -bl nning clone every jUll!l' steps 
113 -~orrectiOfl' f r DIII c""",ri ng to Pl'EZ: 

114 ! 
has ef~ct 
115 
arrays ...,de alloc<>table 

-seU i ng UseExt"rna! '" false. '""II' 

-ILCorreiation a.M x...changed 

116 ! -fi l es gl" en .....,. (instead "f 
FellS?? . DAT) 
117 -<_ove rl ap .rHt e.n eyery j . ...., t o, output 
30, fi ",,1 output to stdout cor rected 
llll ! as·aug-lll: c~averl ap_coun,t bug fixed ( no longer . rUe. NaN' t o 
f i rst H ne) 
119 ! l3-<lug-01: l bi n .. ~pl aced by ibin+1 in R<ldialBl n subrouti ~ 

(pr-e""nts error _hen i bi~) 
120 I. 13-oug-01 : no l onger calculat es toto1 energy before n"'lu i! 
l21 ! HB/ER VER.SION 
121 ! ("""",nUn" has taken a back seat . But t llis code be< ..... 
Cartbi n:LE . f90 , 
123 ! which ""'y hove ru .. i .. parallel on "':c., bllt "0.5 ... d~ te> ... or~ "" 
gps 
124 in l ate J uty, 200l . Debugged.o .aul d not overwr ite arr ays 
12.5 and 50 hit. i n bins wou l oj be intege!'. 
12.6 ~EIlST VERSION 
12.7 cavHy .. f90 wi 11 hove particle-tn,-cavity potential re-e.no.bl"d. 
Call 
128 e!th . .,r one or t"" interacti ng chains in a cavity 
129 
Be 
131 !! ProgrCIII adopted by nm (,,,,,i n 6120/2005 ! ! 
132 I! Ini hal changes inV<l\ lIo .... Itching to a cyli ndr ical geomet,y 
133 !! 6/21/Z00.S -.- Added in adjusttlb l e Nonte (arl o s t uf f far center 
of mas.s moYe5 

.134 I r Also a d' <lgnosti c fo.roverc>gi ng the. n...eer of -beads .. ,\",d 
per stc>gi ng pass 
.135 !! .... d .. nuonber o f bi ns sensHi \/e to the cavi t y r oill us 
136 ! ! 6m/200S -- Added i n ,estri ct ion on 9"C"" that .... ts pr opagator 
to Zero I f t he portt c1 e 
137 !! trieoS to IIIO\fe outs\de the .all 
138 !! 612.312.2005-- Nolo a l so .. rite d"c~siti"" of rel ative ... -

!! i nto (~nt!nt in r-theto plane a nd z-,h r ecti"" 
ra4 \ us 
139 
140 !! 6/27/Z005 -- Put in a .ubroutine that """Jyzes the· ori entati on 
of the pos> t ron, .... 
141 !! os 0 funct \an of 01 coord inate 
142 " .. r ite . to f ile 51, called _or i e ntation 
143!' 6/,8/2005 -- Put \n an energ)! esti .... tor that out put. to t he 
ternrl nal .. indo. at the ,end of t .he r un 
144 !, also i.ncorporat ed a . ho.rt routine to "burn" " few randDIII 
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...... @rs at t he beginning 
14~ !! ftlUch as th@ d@Ol@r "burns" car ds In texas hol d .... to ens LIre 
ranclDlll1@5.S 
I~ r! speci {yi ng' 0 dHferent nLl!lber of t n\l:lal burns all ow,s far 
total l y' ..,carl'@lated runs 
147 II Llsi ng' the SClM! random .......,,.. 
1~ I! 61291Z00s - - Began 5 ..... IIIOjor o.rgani2<1tlonal .changes to t he 
program. incl uding the del etion of superfl uous modules 
149 ! ! deleted I!!<Iny s tlperfl uoll,s 5ubroLlt \IIeS and modules 
150 ! I alphabetized a nd sepanoted subrout:lnes and f uncti ons 
151 I! c r""ted a table of contents for each category 
152 !! 6I3Il/20lJ5 -- and far the 'III101e program. as wel l 
153 I! ""el< of 7/ 5 - 7/8 -- changed prog ...... nClM! to cyL cavity_flui d, 
I ncorporated a flu id input fn", 
154 II and a fluid I ni tializat i on .subroutl ne (the l engtny FU ni t) 
155 ! I Wea of 7/11- 7/15 -- added I n len nord.-jones Interaction for 
fl ui d atoms .• 
156 I! Incorporat",d boundary conditions for fluid Cand to a lesser 
extent Ps) 
157 J I still hov@n 't put in a Ps-flui d inter action 
158 II 7/11-7119 -- ad<led i n a routine at the end of ,""ve that checks 
to mke sur e no beads are outs i de the cayi ty walls 
159' !! olso changed 01 1 i"""rtant variable,s to double p .... dsion 
1li0 !! 7/20-7/<2 - - i,"corporated a pswdopobenUal cal cul at i on for 
Argon. allculat",s ene rgy of interaction of th .. ps. chain with t he flui d 
llil ! I' also added ill an electronic density ca[ eulah"" to find the 
1\ f .. time af Ps "hen in the M i ghborhood of Argon atOMS 

162 
163 
164 use t~s 
165 use Tabl e 
166 
167 , ..,h cit non .. 
168 
169 ,! variables pertain ing to r<ln<t<:. n\Jlber ge n"rati on or 
frcne·-strt fting to obtai n u neor~"lated runs 
179 Intege.r. parcneter' : : ,,,itra,,d - e 
171 l nt"ge:r: ; ibu rnrand ' I nuot>er of t housand. of randOll nLl!ibers t o 
di s cord 
In real (d,,) :: burnrOlld 
173 
174 !,! vari ables, for bi nning PD'sition data 
175 i nt"ger . por ...... ter : : nbirvnax, • l il000 
nud>er ' of radial bi ns 
176, r",,1 (dp), par_ter' :: 1'1 • 3 .14159Z6BS 
117 ,ntege r : : nbin,s. no.r\ entbi ns. ne.artb! ns 

limiting 

! .. uot>e r of bins for rad;"l binni ng 
178 r .... l Cdp) : : rblMlOx 

1 limi hng radius for b l.nni ng 
179 integer: : ILtotaLbtnned-0. n_i n_annih\latt ",,-zooe-0 
180 real ( dp). po.r_ter :; annihi I "tiOf\...zone_siz ... l.656 

! 5.\zt! i n' AngstrOl!lS 
181 integer; : ,radbin( nbt nmox) 
r.odic311 bins for :re lotiv'e coor·di nate 
182 I nteger ; : .radrhobl n(nbl ..... x) 
, projections i n two di ffermt dil'@ctions 
183 Integer :: r ad%bt n(nbi ..... x) 
l84 integer ; ; ca\/bi nCn!>;....",) 
'ractial bi ns f"r .,... coordi nate 
185 i nleger :: ps.eQunt( nbi ..... ,,) 
J bins for t n. pas (tronl .. oT\e htatl on 
tat; I nteger :: .garposbi n(nbi IIftICIK) 
187 i nt @ger: : cartes ianbi nCnbinaax .3) 
liS real Cdp) : : IIIO"--Z. nwi n_z 
189 
190 
191 !! lIIO.st of the tll!portan·t I ntegers 
192 integer ;: i.j. lc' tl. ib , i d. i c,irvn. i bin I count ers 
193 int.eger :: nequi.! r of tor 
nequU Me passes, beg i n data taking 
194 i nteger : : nevalu a 10 after ""ch neval " Me 
pcl5se.s. u:pdate ac ceptance rate 
195 integ~r:: ni nit 
t~ of Initializat i on of beo.ds 
196 i nteger:: nb, nf. ntl . nposs . jLll1' see 
r ead(ll . 0)'. bel "" 'or e.planation 
197 r eal Cdp) : : mbavg I! 
ave rage n"'er af beads """,ed ina steig' n9 PO" 
198 integer:: CorrelQUonCounts ~r of 
(arrelation (ales to do per cycle 
199 integer :: deg ! degr ee 
of Spli M 
200 
2B1 I Parameter Variables 
ZDZ LOGlO.l : : lIsePo II u<:k lise 
Poll uck or YukClJla pot@ntia l . 
283 LOG1CAL :: UseExternal 
e.xternol ,potential s 
Z04 LOGICAL. A.l LOCA TABLE x_changed( : • : ) 
moved 
285 
206 pos i tion and s""'" ene.rgy vari abl es I 

Use 

Flag for beads that are 
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207 real Cdp) , OI NfNSIONC : ,:, : ), AlLOCATABLE : : x,xn 
zaa real (dp), dl"",nston(:, : ) , a n ocatoble : : .f,xfn 
ze9 real (dp) : .: nenergy, nenergyn, Arpi ckoffrate, Arpickoffr<lteo, 
Arpickoffrote.n, Arpidoffs.....e.9 
210 real (dp) : : Arpickoffcounte~.0 
211 real Cd,,), ALLOCATABLE : : xe.nergyOl dC : ,: ) ! potential 
energy of each pal r of beads 
212 real (dp) , AllOCATABLE xEne,rgyHetlC : , : ) ! potential 
energy of each new pai r 
213 
214 real (dp) OP __ , OP_Old _ 0 . 0 (!)enstty 

Potentials 
215 ....,1 CdI') :: .:cl(3) , xa(3) , xcO) cent.roid of 
each path, "nd cent roi dave of ,two pot hs 
216 doubl e p.recis i on : : xper, yper, Zper 
217 
2IS 
219 !! orientation vD .• iaote. 
22B real (dp) :: psrdot(nbil1l!llJ(),pszdot(nbinmax) 
221 
222 1electric f i eld 

·223 real (dp) £fi eld lJob9n\ tude of Electric field 
. 224 real (dp) :: ol~dlToE 

22> 
ZZ6 1 energl es 
227 integer :: e/1ergy_count-0 
counter for averaging 
228 real CdI') :: energy_s . ..-0 .B 
ZZ9 
Z.3& !1 input .. D .. l ables, adaptive _te corIo stuff 
231 r""l (dp) : : amQ.SS, bet 0 , Ilbo r, rcav, aep , zdel ta see' 
r..adell,·)' s below for explanati on 
232 real (dp) :: fma5S , rhof, epsB, slga 
233 real (dp) .cav2, hcav reav .squared, 
cOlli ty hel ght 
234 .",,1 (dp) "aye I deB 
....... length of free particle 
235 reo1 CdI') :: filsl.z~ . l, fmc, finoesum 
236 i.nteger : : ftm.-2Il, g_" .... 59 11 ,,"""'r o·f 1'$ moves per (lui d move 
237 real Celp) :: ae, acs ... 
aC'cej>tOllce r<lte and i ts overage forbe<ld lIDVes 
238 real (dp) :: accm, ,a<:ans...", ClIIIIOVe-0.2: 
occeptan-ce rate and its ·aver-age for em lIIOVe.s. 
239 rea' (dp) s \gelec, s i gpos i , sige le,-self. s l "posC;self 
1rldth af poth 
240 ceol (dp) :: rrel, rdot, zoot, r_ClIO 

! rel ative cacrdinate distance 
241 rea:! (dp) : : r(ortl in(nbinma.) , ror l entfortlln(ntlinmax), 
rC.ortfarbin(nbi_) ! relative coord distane'e o. bin ,rodius 
242 
243 I! miscellany/resi due 
244 i.nteger. poranoter fi leNamet ength-76 1 l ength of char<let"r 
st ri ng for f ilename 
2.5 integer lut 
input. 
246 I nte,g,.,r :: i uo 
OtIt put 
247 \ nteger : .: error 
flag 
Z4S 
24" 
2>0 
2:51 I I """'1M"" •• ",.! ! 
252 !!-----I' ! 
2:53 ! ! BEGIN ""IN I! 
251 I' I-----! ! 
255 r !ail'.idai"'.'''.'''''! ~ 
256 
257 
258 
259, call ReadlnputO 
2Ee caU In i tioU zeO 
261 c,all FllnHO 
262 

log ical "na n ...... r for 

lagi<ol unit nurber f or 

error 

263 ,print·. "we w;,11 burn-. iburnl"'(lnd·l000, -randr:n rIlJllfl~,"'$ " 

264 do i - l,lburnrondolOO0 
265 bu.mr<l!'\daranl(initr ond) 
266 bur. rand.e . 0 
267 end do 
268, 
269 1 loop through the PIN( ,"out i ne (or a total of ' npass' times 
270 MCp.5,.e.s : do i run • 6, npan-l 
271 
272 1 00 a Iobnte Cori o ..,ve 
213, call eove(ac) 
274 
275 I Update t .he cente r5 o( ili1$S: 
276 xc1( : ).0. 6 
2n x<2( ' )00 . 6 
278 ,KC( : )-0. 0 
279 do i-l,3 
2&B do j-l,n.b 
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281 xcl(i) - xclej)+~ej ,1 , I)ffloat enb) 
282 .clCt) - «Zei )+xO ,2 " I)ffloat(nb) 
283 end do 
2&4 end do 
285 xc - (,c1+.c2)12.9 
Za6 !pri nt • , xc(3) 
2&7 
288 H (modO run, fmn .... ) EQ . 9) then !! every finn"", runs, execute a 
nut d ..,..., 
2&9 whte(66, 0) xe(3) 
290, • .c: , : .3)-.• (:. : ,3)-xc(3)+0.sohcav !! recent er the Ps 
z".,s i tl on to hcav/Z 
291 x .... x ,! 5,et xn equa\ to x (\eaving ttli s out causO<! all 
sorts of problems) 
292 x f( : .J)-xf(: ,3)-xc(3}f6.S"hoav 
293 d.o i -1,nf t! recenter tile flui d atall p<><sitions as well 
2~ if C.fC1.3) . GT .hcov) xfe l,3)- xf(\ ,3)-hcav 
295 if (xfei ,3) .LT .0 .. 0) " fO, 3)-xf(i ,3)+hcav 
296 . " d do 
29'7 !! now try movi ng the fluid 
298 c,oll fl_eO 
299 
30Iil 
391 
302 
303 
I" a 
304 
39S 
30!6 
307 
30lI 
309 
319 
3U 
312 
313 
314 
115 
116 
31.7 
US 
319 
329 
121 
122 

end if 

! Tho. ... gi c Dr Integer a ri ttrnetlc allows I1S to write GDde whtell 
! pr ints out .. hat percent of t he calculat i on ha,s b.,.n completed 

si ngle, h ne. -) 
I fe l run"lOOfnpos5 ;> (irun-1)"lOO/npass ) then 

write(55, 0) ei ru"ol09/npo5», 'percent done
wrl te(SS .·) ". - bead positions' 

end if 

do i-l .n!> 
wri te(SS, oJ xCi .1,l),x(i .l,2) ,x( i .1.3) 

end do 
"rl te(5S,') "e+ bead positions " 
do i.-l. nb 

.. r l te(SS.· ) xC i .2,1) ,.(1.2, 2),x(i ,2,3) 
end do 
" rl tee 55 .') "f1 u id pas i hons" 
do. i..- l . nf 

"ri ~(55.·) xf(i.l) , .f(1.2),xf(\ . 3) 
end ,do 

l'IriteC', ') (il'un'l09fnpG5s) . ·perc~nt done" 

Now we updat e- the c!c(:ep-ton'ce , 'ate ;by .addi 1'19 I ac. I to • ac:slJ'B 1 • 

323 ! oc was set "0 1 by IIIOve(ac) is a successful ""'YO was ..,d ... 
324 CJcsum • QCsum + ac 
ill 
326 ! Every "evatu- tll IIIlve, '''' look at <les,.., and s.,. """ ... ny IIIOve.S 
o're being accepted:. 
327 ! If the rote is too 1001' or two m,gh, we adju.st the " .... er of 
beod~ tnCIved i n eoell step. 
328 if (modelr tln , nevolu) - ""val u-l) then 
329 ac - GuUl!lf(nevalu-l) 1 [)ete .... n~ fraction of 
ac cepted mew"s 
330 

! s i ngle bead "",ves only oc cur n&llal u-l tire. 
331 i f (lIIOd{'irun.j...,,)-0) then ! llten i run i .s c .. \t\pt e of 
jump .. . 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
337 
3310 
3.39 
34e 
341 
342 

.. r i te(G , l09) 1 ru'l,"C ,.mb 
" nd'l f 

" 51,,!>l e di agnostic 

109 for,mot C' · ,18," -,F6.2," ·,14) 
! adj u,st .... so the acc"pt ance r ate is r oughl y sex 
if(ac> 9 . 5) ....... 1 
ifCac < 0 . 5) nobo<nt>,-l 
ifetnb < 1) ..... 1 
!fC .... ;> nb) .... nb 

"csum - II 
end i f 

343 !! c",""ute the avenlge nlOllber of beads """,,,d in a s tagi ng poss 
344 ! ! average would be total. beads IIIO"ed divi ded by total n~r 

of 5tag!"9 po ... s 
34.S 
346 
347 

lllbavg ..... ""g.reo \ (mb )/roo \ (npass ) 

3-48 n How we upda.te the acceptance rate by adding 'acem' to 
'o.eomSln - _ 
349 !! GC Oll IIOS set tD 1 by _eeoc) if a SlJcees,sfLl' ""'YO "". mo.de. 
358 accmsLl'll K GCaasc. + o,ccm 
351 
3SZ !! Every (I>evalu '2)- t h lIIOIIe., we l ook at OCClll$ ..... and see h"" 
I!IJny moves are being' accepted. 
353 !" If the nlte i.s too I"""," two hi gh, " .• a d}u.s t the s ize of the 
em s t ep . 
354 If (model run .ne.a\u'·2) - n." ... 01u·'2-1) then 
355 acem - aCClIIS..vneva\ u 1! Detenain~ fraction of 
accepted .move. 
356 I I adjust CJIIIIOVe so t he acceptanc,e rate i s roughly S"-" 
151 H (accm.GT.e .6 .AHO. anno.". L T . ,rcavI4 .8) c:nnove-crmo'Je'1.2 
35S if(accm . GT.9. 6 .AHO_arnov~. GE . rcav/4. 0) ,CIII!IO..,-roav/4 .9 
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359 ifCaccm.LT.0.4) crrmove-CIIIIIOve·0 .8 
360 accms"" ~ 0 
361 !print • ,cnmove 
36Z end if 
363 
3&4 ! Every j""'l'- th move , lie moke calcul ations regarding the 
central ds af the beads, 
365 , t hei r dispersion, and their correlation function . 

366 
367 if Cmod( l run,jump)-0) then When Irun is a multiple of 
jump ... 
368 
369 
steps, 
370 
371 
372 
373 

I if we have completed the speCifi ed number of equt Hbratlon 
then .. . 

if (I run. gt. nequll) then 

. .. we bin the cartesian coordinates of the beads 

374 I . .. and the relotille, radial, seperation of the electron 
and po. i tran beads. 
375 call RadialBlnO 
376 
377 I! also dete",,\ ne the orientation of the Ps at"", 
378 call ps_orientationO 
379 
380 " bin the data according to cartesian separation 
381 call cortblnO 
382 
383 I! bi n the positron-Argon pair correlation function 
384 If (mod(lrun,!l-ar).EQ.0) call gorposO 
385 
386 !! and determine the overage energy 
387 energy_cDunt-energy_count ... l 
388 
ener gy _su~energy _s ....... 3. e'nb/beta-vquant O·nb "amassl 
(2'beta"Z)+vcoulomb()/nb 
389 
390 
391 
392 
393 
394 
395 
396 
397 
398 

end If 

, Calculate electron and pasi tron 
siyelec • 0.0 
,igpos, - 0.0 
sigele<-.self-0 .0 
sigposLsel (-0 .0 

do ib - l,nb 

bead disper sions 

3~ sigelec ~ sigelec ... (x(ib,l,l)-xc(l»"Z + 
(xCi b ,I,2)-xe(2»"2 & 
400 + ()(Clb,l,3) - xc(3»"Z 
401 .igpasl •• igpasi ... (x(ib,2,l)-xc(1»"Z + 
(x(ib,2,2)-xe(2))"Z & 
402 ... (x( i b,Z,3) - xc(3»··2 
403 .igelec_self. sigelec_self + (x(ib,l , l)-xcl(1»"2 + 
(x(ib,l,Z)-xcl(Z»"Z & 
404 + (x(ib,1,3) - xc1(3»"Z 
40S sigpasLself •• igpa.I_.elf + (x(lb,2,1)-xc2(1))"Z ... 
(x(ib,Z,2)-xc2(2»"2 & 
406 ... (x(ib,Z,3) - xc2(3»"Z 
407 end do 
408 sigelec • (slgelec/float(nb)) ••. 5 
409 sigpos! • (slgposllfloat(nb» •• .5 
410 sigelecsel f ~ (sigelec_self/ftoat(nb» ••. 5 
411 sigpasLself • (Slgposl _self/float(nb» ••. 5 

412 
413 I Write these 1101 ues out to the 'fort .12' file. 
414 wrlte(l2,"CI6, lx, 4f12 . 5)") i run, slgpo'i,slgelee, 
sigele<-.self, slgposi_self 
415 
416 end if 
417 
418 .. nd do Me_posses 
419 
4Z0 ! I IIrite the radial distribution data 
421 
422 IIrltee20,') "Dist 'n fcn of rei coord, e+ dist from (0,0,0)" 
423 write(Z0,') "Betel. ", beta 
424 wrl te(20, 0) "' of beads .", nb 
425 IIri te(20, 0) "' of runs ." , npass 
426 do i bl n _ 1, nbi ns 
427 writeC20,') rforblnCibln), rodbinCibin), rodrhoblnCibin),& 
428 rodzbin(ibln), cavbln(lbin) 
429 end do 
430 
431 
43Z !! wri te important stati stl cs about the run 
433 
434 IIriteC4Z,O) "Important information about the latest run 
435 IIrite(42,') "Beta - ", beta 
436 IIrite(42, .) "Temperature in K • ", 315795 .9/beta 
437 wrlte(42,') "Number of beads ~", nb 
438 write(4Z,') "Number of staging passes - ", npass 
439 writeC42,') "Number of equilibration steps - ", nequ\l 
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~ 'l!rri te(42 ) .) "Covi t y Radt \tl5 - 11\. rcav . -au· 
·4-41 w .. it"C42 ,") ·H ..... r of r and.., numbers discarded • " 
11l0lJ' I burnrand 
442 .... \te(4l,") · Seed - . , inl trand 
443 wr\ tee 4Z,') · 111 dth of pickoff zone • .. 
1. 889)Oanni hi loti ",,-zone_s; ze, ·au· 
4« wr it.,C"Z,·) ·P(e+ In ptc1(off 20n.) •• 
reGl (n_in_an"lh ilatioFlJone)freal (n~totelLblnned) 

445 .ri te( 42 , .) "Pi ·ckoff H fetlme • " , 
1 .0/(2 . 0"real (n_ I n_anni h-i \ atl on.zone)/ • .,,,\ (n.totol.bi .,ned», "ns" 
4'Iti .r!t.,( 4.2,·) "average ~r of bead,s moved In a staging pass ~ 
atlavg 
,4-47 w .. ite(4Z,·) "over"ge .""'gy of the Ps ~ ., 
e nergy _s 110/ r...,\ (energy_coun r.) 
+48 .rtte(42,·) "nlOllbe. of fluid at.ms • ", nf 
449 " rit.,(42 , .) "reduced dens; ty of flui d ataas • ", . hof 
450 .. r'ite(42,·) "le nnord-Jones di ameter . ", . iga, " QU · 

451 Ilrite(42 , .) "l ennard-Jones Ene rgy = ", eps9, "au " 
4S2 ... lte(4.Z, O) "Pi cleoff decay . ote frOlll Argon. " , 
" r pi d eof h ,"",A rp I cko ffcounter, "nsA·-1" 
453 .. rite(42,·) "z-lIl stelAC. traversed by the Ps", "",x. z-cln...z, "au" 
454 !!rr i tee"Z,O) " free volllllO of cay! ty', 
pi "(r"C<Iv/1. 8893- anni fli 1 "t ion_zone~stze),02·(IIlOx....z -mi oJ), "cubic 
angstroms" 
455 
456 
457 !! write cart esian bi nned data 
458 
459 IIritee50, 0) "Cart..,sian separatian Oistri butio.n" 
468 .. ri t .e(50 , 0) "eeto • • , beta 
461 "ri te(50 , 0) " of beG.d. "-, nb 
462 write(50,")·' of runs .-, npas.s 
463 do tbill • 1, ncartbi ns 
~ wrlteCS0,') rco,.tforbin(ibi n) , cartesianbinCi bin,l), 
cartest a nbi n(ib in ,Z), cortesianbin(! bl n,3) 
~5 .,nd &o 
466· 
~ 
468 !! .,.it" the or; entoti on dato 
469 write(51, oJ 'Pos! tronh .. ori entQtion· 
470· .. d t e(Sl , ·J "Beta •• ,beta 
471 .... ite(51, .) . , ·of beads '", nb 
472 .. riteCS1,O)", of rUIlS ." , nposs 
473 do i bin • 1, ""d e ntb! ns 
474 "dt.CS1,·) rorientfarb("Ci bin), 
psrdatCibl n)/ ..... (psrcount (ibl n) , I) ,& 

475 pszdot(i bin)Ana.(psrcount(i bin),l), 
1. 0-psrdat( ib. n) /max(psrcount(lbln) , l)-pszdat ( l bl n)1 
IIIIIxCpsrcount{ibin), l ) ,& 
476 psrcount( \ bin) !! rodl us, <rdotAl>, adot"l> , <thet.adat",l>, , of 
counts 
477 end &0 
478 
479 print " , "progr,"" finished, see dota (\ 1es for ."s,,\ ts" 
480 
481 !! wr'i t " t he poi r correlati on data 
482 ,ortte(91, .) -Pot r corr·d at i on data" 
483 do i. bi. n • 1. llOf" i e ntbi ns. 
484 .rtt.,(91, .) rari enHorbi n(!bin), garpas b!n(l b\n) 
485· e.nel do 
486 
487 
488 I !."0"'81111&&!! 
489 ! !-----!l 
.98 !! ENO 1Io\.I1l !! 
491 !!-----!! 
492 ! ['OO".II'&II'."! ! 
493 
494 
495 
496 contains 
497 
49& 
499 
see r !S_SS_5S.s$~SSss,sss.S$sss_ s. ~ 

501 I I 
502 I !--SUBROI1ITllES--
503 11'------
504 ! !SS.SS.S55.SSSSSSSSSSSSSS 

505 
506 
5167 
S&8 !! Stl8ROUTlNE LIST (01 phabet i 2~d, and ordered i n the program 
accordingl y) :: 
S09 !! list created 6 .29 .2005, last updated 7.27.2005 
5111 !! bl nit (- 10 lines) 
5U , I cactbin (- Zi! lines) 
512 !! .FllnU ( . 129 li nes) 
513 II fllllClvo (- 89 It n<!S) 
51. !! garpos C- 2e \l ne.s) 
515 11 i nit.-beads (- 79 Unes) 
516 ! ! Initiali ze ( - 100 \I nos) 
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517 
51& 
519 
520 
521 
522 
5n 
52~ 

52 5 
526 
sa 
52& 
S29 
530 
S31 
532 
533 
534 
535 
536 
537 
~l n 

538 
539 
S40 
541 
S4l 
543 
S44 
S4S 
S46 
547 
S4& 
549 
5.50 

! ! move 
!~ lDOVe_c. 
!! P l ot _lN!ods 
11 p._orientatlon 
!! IRadi alSl n 
I I Roadl'lPut 
! J trybot:ih 

(- 170 li nes) 
(- l 0 lines ) 
(- &0 I1 ne.) 
(- 26 li.nes) 
( - 50 l i nes) 
(- 50 lines) 
c- 40 lines) 

--- - ---11 
BlIiIT SUBIlOOT! Nf I ' --- -----! ~ 

II i ni t i"l h es " set of bi n s for st"ring datOl 

subr outine bl ni t(nbns ,rllaw: , r forbin) 
i ..,liC\ t none 
i. nteger :: nbn s 
reol ( dp) :: r llmax 
real ( dp) , i ntent(out) rforbin(nbns)! rad i 'us, cor resp<>Ildi ng, t o 

do I bl ne 1,. nbns 
rforbi n( l bi n) - (ibin - .S)" rt.na. / fl oatCnb".) 

end do 

end subrGUti n. b i T1 H 

!!----- ---
II CARTBI N SUBROUTI NE 

11--------
S5l II Cartes \ "n-coardi nate bi nning f<>r the separation IN! tJleen tho! .... 
and e-
'552 
553 subroutine CClrtbl nO 
SS4 
555 ceal ( dp) : : "".,.,raUon 
556 
557 do ib-1 ,,.b 
55& do i .,.1 , 3 
55.9 .e""r"tlon-xCi b ,1, ic)- xCib , 2. i e ) 
S60 i bln -

(nt(s.<!poration/( <4 .9' rbl """,x) ' float (nc"rt bi ns )~flOQt(nca rtbl '15 )/2 . 0) 
56,1 l bi n, - nri n( ibi n , neartbi ns-l) It"" outer bI n contaIns 
aU outside 
S6Z ( f ( i.bin . LE .0) i Mn-0 
563 carte.i anbl n(\bi n+l,lc ) - c"rte.i anbi n( lbt n+l, 1<)+1 
S64 ! I k""" track "f the .... 1_ and III nl _ z -val ue. as 
the ~ explores t"" .:hanne! 
565 if (x(i b ,1,.3} . Gl" . """,--z ) "",,,-z-x(ib , l,3) 
566 
567 
56& 
569 
570 
571 
5n 
573 
574 
575 

H (xCib , 2 , 3) . GT ."",,,-2) "",x_z-x( i b ,.2 , 3) 
i f ( x(l b ,l , 3) .l Lilli "-2) min_zo«(t b , 1 , 3) 
i f ('Ob,2 , 3) . LT.ml l\..z) mi n_z-.x( l b, Z,3) 

end tk> 
end do 

end su'br outl ne cartbi n 

576 ! !---------! ! 
577 I! FLINIT SUBROlll'lN£ ! t 
578 ! !------ --- - II 
579 
S&0 !! I ni tia,1 i zes t"" f l ui d at .... i n t.h<! cyl i ndd cal .,.,re, based o. 
data f l"Qll an i nput f ile 
581 
5&2 subroub ne FlIni to 
S&3 i ",,1i cI t """" 
5&4 
58S ~ea l Cdp) : : rpdc" , rrl ng, zrl ng 
586 i nteger : : nla yer s, npg<k, "rl 'l9S 
587 
'58& open(u .. i t-14,fll_' fl"id. i n ' ,stahlS- ' otd' ,action- ' .ead ' ) 
589 
'590 
591 
592 
593 
594 
.595 
596 
597 
598 
5·99 
600 
601 
602 

reodC14 , ' ) ; readC14 •• ) roof 
r.ad(1. , ·); read(l4,") op.0 
read(l~ , ' ') ; read (14 , oJ s l gB 
read(14 , 0); r'eadel" , oJ. fimass 

sig0-s i90·1. 8893 
epsl).eps0" 3 . 1667':1e- 6 

n""",,e r density of flui d atOlllS 
LJ energy 
LJ distance 
""'ss Df a fluid otom 

nf_ l nt(rhaP Cpl "hcavOrcov-*2)/(s \90" 3» 
pd nt ", "t ho! r .. quested dens i t y gives ', nf, "f\ut datcJol$" 

allocatee.f(nf , 3) , s t a t ·. error) 
'if (err"r . 'Ie. 9) t hen 

write(" ,") ' Unabl e to " II ocate .....,ry for the array: xfC: , :J" 
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603 stop 
604 endif 
605 
606 a\locate(dn(nf,3), stat - error) 
607 if (error .ne. 0) then 
608 wri teC',') "Unable to al locate memory for the array : xfn( :,: ) .. 
~ stop 
610 end I f 
611 
612 
613 !! nOlI we need to place th" fluid at"",. In the cavl ty In a dense 
fashion 
614 rpack-Z.0·rcov/s\ g0 
615 print' ; 'there I. space for ". I nt(hcavls\g0). ··layer." 
616 
617 if ( r pack . LT.1.0) then 
618 pri nt', · cannot pack any fluid at"",s tnto a cyt\nder so small " 

619 STOP 
620 end if 
621 
622 if (rpack.LT . 2 .0) then 
623 print " " we use simpl e axial packing" 
624 if (nf.GT. int(hcov/slg0» then 
625 pri nt " "we cannot fit aU requested at"",s by axial 
packing" 
626 STOP 
627 
628 
629 
630 
631 
632 
633 
634 
635 
636 
637 
638 
639 
after 
640 
641 
642 
643 
644 
64S 

end if 
nlayers-nf 
da k_1 ,.nlayers 

end do 

xf(k, 1)-0. 0 
xf(k,Z)-0.0 
xf(k ,3)-k' sl90 

else 
npack-6 
nrlngs-0 
1-0 
do !! this blind loop iterates over multiple packing rings 

if (I .GT.nf) exit" will never exit initially, only 
running out of fluid at""'s to place 

npac k- I nt(pVasl n(l . 0/(rpack-1. 0)) 
print ., "we pock in a ril'19 ofM , npack. "fluid atans" 
nringsanrl ngs+1 
rr l "g-.I 90/(2 .0'$ i n(pilnpack» 
print -. ·we pack at radius" I ,.ring 
do k_l, l nt(hcavlsig0) ! I loop over t he layers of atoms 

646 
647 
648 
649 
650 
pl aced" 
651 
652 
653 
654 
655 
656 
657 

end do 

zri n9-k' s i 90 
do 

end do 

1-1+1 
if (t.GT .nf) exit 
! pri nt " "the" , 1, "th at"", has been 

xf(l,l)_rri n9'cos(2. 0'I'p(/npack) 
.f(l ,2)-rrin9" I n(2 . 0'\'p(/npock) 
xf(I,3)- zrln9 
if (mod(l,npack) .EQ.0) exit 

658 rpack-l.0/si n(pilnpack)-1.0 
659 
660 if (rpack . LT.2 . 0.AND . t.LT.nf) thM 
661 
r"", l ning at"",s" 
662 
663 
atcms 
664 
665 
666 

by axial packing" 

667 
668 
669 
670 
671 
672 
673 
674 

end if 

print', " we use simple axial packing for th .. 

if «hf- l) .GT. I nt(hcali/s I g0» then 
print', "" .. cannot fit all remaining 

STOP 
end if 

do k-l,nf 
xf(I<,1)-0 .0 
xfCk,2)-0.0 
.f(Ie,3)-(k- l)'sl90 

end do 
1.1+lnt(hcav/si g0) 

675 if (npack.lT .6 .ANO . I.LT .nf) t hen" abort if there are 
atcms let to place 
676 ! I and we're trying to put th .... Inside a less than 
6-ring 
677 
cavity' 

print' , 'too many atom. for too s..,l1 a 

678 stop 
679 end If 
680 "nd do 
681 end if 
682 
683 end subroutine FlIni t 
684 
685 
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686 
687 ! !--------II 
688 r ! FIJI)VE SlAlROlITINE ! ! 
689 ! !--.... -----~! 
69il 
691 !! Moves a fl uid at.aII 
692 
693 sut",,,,t1 ne flmoveO 
694 {"'PHcl t none 
695 , nteger:; IIIO",,-i ndex 
696 nat ( dp) :: fl rr. t . flr reI noed, fbol tzf, cay·factar 
69,7 
698 do """,e'_index-l. nf 
699 
700 "fnaxf 
7111 dn(move_i nde .. . l)- x:f(IIIO""_t nde.x , 1)+"'" i z •. • (r.,nl( i ni. t rortd) - 0. 5) 
702 Jl fn(~index. 2)~x f(move~ inde.x, 2)+fm. ize' ( r anle ini trond)-0. 5) 
703 xfn(noeve_i nde': . 3 )ox1'(,""",,--; rule.x . 3)+m j ze ' (ranl( l nl trond)-0. 5) 
704 if (xfn(!I'OVe._ i nd.el< , 3) . GT . hcav) 
.1'n(""""_i ndex,3)-x ( n(move_I ndex , 3) -hcav I! periodic z-condi. tton 
705 if (xfn("""",,_l ndex , 3) . LT.0.0) 
xf n(.:w. _ indu ,3)-x fn(IIOJ'V,,_ l ndex ,3)+hcav I! "",r tod\c z- c ondit i an 
706 
cavfac·t or-sqrt(xfn (..,ve_l ndex, 1)' 'Z+xfn("",,,,,-, ndex ,Z)··2)+0 . S'sig9 ! I 
oute r reaches of atom · s el e,ctron cloud 
707 
70& n"""rgY-0. 0 
709 fi .n .. ,gy n-El . 0 
7le, I.e 
711 .. i"_z.e. 5,· he.,,, 
71Z 1IIIlXJ-e. S'hcQV 
713 ",0 

714 
715 
716, 
717 
718 

\ a\ +l 
if ( I .GT. nf) exit 
if (i .EQ .~jnde.x) i-\ +l 
If ( L<iT . nf) edt 

f\ rrel-ex f eooov._i ndex .1)-..£([ .1» UZ+{x.f(lIIOVe_1 Mdex , 2)
. f ( i . 2.) " 2;("f("""",_ i "dex. 3)- xf (\ , 3»"2 
719 
f1 r r elmod"f1 r re l +ltcov"·2-l . ~hc"""abs(xf(IlIJVlL inde •• 3)-dCi, 3)) !! t he 
periodi c image posi. t lon 
720 fl r 're l ..... i n(fl cre,l . f l r relrnod) II consi der t he lesse. of 
the dLstances 
721 
7Z2 

f l r re I-sqr t ( f\ rr e 1) 
if ( fl r r oel. LL nri nC0 . S' /I<CIII . Z.S"sigEl) 

fl energy-fl . "",rgy+4 . e'epse 'c (s i ge/fl r I"f:\ )"12 - (s.i g01fl . r·el ) "6) 
723 !! Qbo~" sets cutoff dls·tance for LJ int.raction to 
Z·rcav 
724 
flrrel~(xfll(l!IO",,-i ndex ,l)-xf n( i ,l)),o"+{xf n(lIIOYe... i.nd.,., 2)
xfnCI ,Z»··Z+(xfn(ft>ve...i nd".:, 3)- xfn( l . 3»)" ', 
725 
1'krelllDll- fl r re l .... co.v··Z- 2 . "'heov"abs(xf n(IIIOYILI nd"". 3)-x fnO .3» ! I 
t he per i od i c '""gO! ~si tion 
726 fl r rel-; n( fl rrel , fl rrelrnod) ! I cCll1s \ der the 1.55 . .. of 
tne di . tone". 
n7 1'1 rre b . sqrt( 1'1 r r l! I ) 
728 if efl rreL LT .nrin(0. 5'"c"".2 . S'sig0» 
n..,,,rg:vn-fle ne rgyn+4 .&'ep50'( (51 !l0/f1 r r ,,\ ) " 12 - (5,1 ge/fl rre 1)' '6) 
729 end do 
730 
731 I! "'*' odd tne energy cont d but I on frao the e+ and e -
pseudopotentiol s 
732 fl . ... r gY-flen.rgy+vps."doar(""""'_ind.x. x. x f . Arpi ckoffrat.o) 
733 fl . nergyn- n .n.rgynwpseu.door(lIIOYe_ index, x. d n , 
ArJ)1 cleoff rat .. ") 
734 
73S ! if (i r tm . GLn.qu!\ ) pri nt " fl en.rgy , fl"neq lyn 
736 
737 fmIlc-e.0, 
73B A.rpi ckoffrat .... Arpi cKoffrat.eo 
739 
740 if ( fl.n.rgyn . l'I'.HenerQy . AtlD. covfacto r . LLrcav) then 
741 xf .. xfn 
742 """c-l. e I I mov. a"c.opted 
743 Arplckoffrot"~Arpi ckoUroten 

744 "I.., t l' (c""factor .. L 1.rco,,,) t h"" 
74!; fbol tzf~.dexp( -beto·(flenergyn- .f1 energy)) 
746 if ( ran1Ci ni t ran d). LT . fbolt.zf) th"", 
747 xf-x fn 
748 f ... c- l . e " ,""ve aC'cepted 
749 Arpl cl<offr'ate-At'pi clcoffrohn 
750 "nel if 
751 end i f 
752 
753 
754 
755 

i f ( l r un .<iT . nequU ) Arpic:koffs.-ArJ) ldoffsu'I.+Arpickoffrate 
!if (t run. GT. n"'lui I) print •• Arpickoffrate 

756 f"",cs.-fmacSUD+f'lllac 
757 end do 
75& 
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759 if (i run.GT . nequit) Arpi ckoffcounter-A.rp\ckoffcounter +l.0 
760 !if ( Irun .GT. nO<l"ll) print •• ArplckoffcOLJnter. 
Arpl ckoffsumlArpi c koffcoonter 
761 
762 !! Adjusto.ble. MC stuff f or fl ui d atCIIIS : 
76-3 rll<lc - macslAlnf I [leten.ine fraction of accepted 
noves Cft tried nf oroves) 
764 !!l adjust fas tze 50 t he acceptonce oate Is roughl )' 50lC 
76S i f((,""c . GT.e. 6) fros i ze-flllS! u· I . l 
766 i fef.,c .LT.e. 4) f lftS ! z"",fnosiz el1 . 1 
767 
768 
769 
779 
771 
77, 
773 
774 
ill 
776 
777 
771 
779 
780 
781 
782 
783 
784 

!'pri nt •• fmc, fms i ze 
fmcsum - 0.11 

end subrout ine flrnove 

r! f! 
!! GARRlS SUBRourmE I! 
tI -----!! 

"! pair-correlati on f Unctien for Ar90n-positron 

,ubrauH ne garpos() 
i mpli cit none 
r ea l Cd;» ;: rxfx 

de i.l ,nf 
785 d'o j-l, nb 
786, 
ufx-Cx( j .2,1) - xf( 1 .1))··l+(x(j . 2 .2)-xf(i . 2»··2+(x(j.2. 3) -xf(l!, 3»-·2 
787 rdx-sqrt(rxfx) 
7&11 It>i n • i nt(nfx/rb!m",.-float(nortentbi ns)) 
7&9 It>i n - ml n( i bin . nori , . .. t!>ins-l) !th.e outer bin 
conta! ... an out.slde 
7'J0 garposMnelbi n+-1) • go r.po.binCiI;Jln",1)+1 
791 . nd do 
792 end do 
793 
794 end subrouti ne 9aq>os 

795 
796 
797 
79t ,,-------·-1' 
799 I ! INIl~.BEAllS SUBltOOTlNE !! 
800 1!-------11 

801 
&e2 II In!tiaH zes the chai n~ of beads 
803 
&e4 subroutine i niLbe<lds(ni) 
aes illPlid t non .. 
8Il6 i nteg.er : : is -
gauss i a n RljG 
807 i nt4!ger : : Id 
sea i nteger :: i e.rror' 

( r i g.htnOli. a dUllllly) vorlGble for 

·count e.r for dilllYlSion 

809 i nteger I be<ldcount number of beads i n r""ding il I e 
Illl i nteger 
from file 

n, 
811 i nteger :; ic 

type of i ni tiall Z<ltian : II de nayo or 1 

c:hQrge (electron R 1 or po.i tro.n R 2) 
1112 r ea l (dp) :: ltsum ... htft 
1113 double prec'is i on ;: ll!l 
814 
815 ifenl - 0) then 
816 
817 
818 
819 
820 
821 

9!9 • tntn(wcwe-lNCve. rc.ov·rcov/lZ .9) 
! start 99 .... 11 er if you "I sh 

99 - 0 . 1 
di .. : do i,j • 1,3 

822 
823 
824 
825 
826 
827 
8.21 
829 
839 
831 
832 
833 
834 
&35 elld do dim 
836 end If 
837 
838 leal! plot,_beadsO 
8J9 
840 I f ( nl -- 1) then 
841 I beodcount • 0 

n um - 0.0 
</"'''901 : do I e; .• 1.,2 

l>ead1 : do ib ~ 1. nb 
x(l b . i e. l ei) - g,:Ius.s(gg. i s) 
.. .-xsunt+x(i b . I e. id) 
end do be<ld'1 
x(nb+1 , ic.i.d) ~ .(1.l c ,l d) 

end cfo char gel 
llSUIIl • x.1IIII2.WflootCflb) 
llshi ft - xc( i d)-xsUIII 
dlorgel : db ie • 1,2. 

1>00112 : do ib - 1.n .... 1 
x(i b, i e , Idp x(i b, k. i d)+ • . shi ft 
end do t>ead2 

end do charge2 

842 Op<>n(unl t - 16, fUe. ' fO<"I 7.fj""Lbead '. status . ' ol d ', 
act i. on - . r'ead" ~ i.ostat - "ier-ror) 
84.3 if{lerror I~ 0) t hen 
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"d teC",' ) 'An ~rror occu~d ope<tlng for17_fi naLbO!Od' 
writeC',') ' (O/Isld~r ch"nging ni ntt in t he cavity, in 

nl~ to '0.' 
M6 
847 er>d if 

STOP 

84& chargo3 : do lC - 1, 2 
849 bead): do ib - I., nb 
850 reod(16,',!c»t.at - terror) x(l b, l e,I) , 
x(ib, \c,2), .. ( i b, i c,3) 
851 
852 
853 
854 
855 
856 
857 
858 

I~count - i bead'count+l 
i f (lerror /- 0) STOP 

end do bead3 
end do c'harge) 

lCl c>se off the cha in 
.(nb+1,: , : ) - .. (1, : ,: ) 

859 I f ( i beadcaunt / . 2" nb) t hen 
8Ii0 lid teC' ,') 'too f"" c 
for17jinalJ>eod file' 
861 STOP 
86.2 end i f 
863 end if 
864 

if Cn; > 1) then 

too merry ~s i.n 

865 
866 
867 

.. ri te(·,·) ' . 'r r oneous fl ag (or read ing beads' 
STOP 

868 ,end if 
869 
870 x(:,: ,3)-.(:.: ,3)+0 .. S·hcCIY 
C)lli nd~r (In t he, orI ddle) 
an Xn '2 x 
872 
873 end slibl'C>Utine I ni Cbeads 
874 

875 
876 
877 n---------- t ! 
874 II IHI1IAl.IZE SUBROUTINE !! 
879 !! !! 
889 

II put ~he pos i tron! .... holn.oy up t he 

881 !! set$ up data file> to ... ri te tD, and allocGtes memor), for lDlny 

arrays 
882 
883 subrouti ne I nit i alize() 
884 i mpl icit n<>ne 

8.85 
U6 
8.87 
US 

We need to' init Ia li ze ewrythl ng : 
Starti ng ~Hh alt c>c.at i ng' -.ory for ~ad~ ar .... y. and ene.rgies 

889 o l lc)cate(x(n~l , 2 , 3), sta,t. error) 
890 if (error .ne . 0) then 
891 .rlte(·,·) "Unable to allocate III<!IIIDry fo,r the arrCi)' : xC ,,: , ,: )" 
892 stop 
89.3 end i f 
8~ 

895 oU ocoteCxn( no.l , 2 ,3), stat - error) 
896 If (error . ne. 0) then 
897 .... iteC",") ·lJf1oabl ~ t .O allocate. me,.e"y for the " r ray: xnC:,:, : ). 
898 stop 
899 end I f 
900 
961 ollocate(xEnergyOl d(IIt»1, 2) , stat - er rc>r) 
902 if ( error .ne . 0) tlten, 
903 writeC',') ·Unable to allocate """"'ry (or the array : 
.e""r!!)'Ol d( : , :). 
9114 stop 
905 end If 
906 
967 aUoc.ate(xEnerg)lfi<!w(nb+l ,l), st<>t • error} 
908 If (er rOI" • ne . 0) t .hen 
909 wri tee', 0) "lIn<lbt" to 0\ t OC<lte memory fo,. the array: 
xEner~( : , :)" 

910 s t op 
911 end if 
!U2 
913 a ltocate(x_changed(nb. 2) , stat - err or ) 
914 if (error ,ne . 0) then 
'91S wr it .. {·,·} ·Unable ta allocate memory for the a .. ray : 
~_ch""g~C : , :)" 
916 stop 
917 endif 
918 
919 !,! Set up t he ( H e> lIe' ll be "rl ting our dett" to 
920 
921 
openCuni t-1Z, fi leF' for12_beod_disp' ,status-' r epl ace' . action- · ... ri te') 
922 
923 
open (uni t-29, (tle- ' fcr2'Lr,a<l.dist' ,>,tut us. 'reploce' ,acti on- ' ''rite ' ) 
924 
92S ope:n(uni t-42J ftle-. ' for42._stats I ,status_ ' r-eplace · ,Qct i on- twrite ~ ) 
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926 
927 open(unit-50 , ft Ie.' forS0J>itL"'p' ,status-' r.,plac~' , actlon-'wr i t .e') 
923 
929 
open(uni t-Sl, fi Ie.' fDr5Lorientattoo' ,statusz'replaco' ,action=' ,.rl te') 
930 
931 
Dpen(unit,.SS, fi 1 .. ' fDrSS_plotpos , Hons' ,status. 'repl ace' ,acti on- '''rite') 
932 
933 
open(uni t-66, Iii Ie- ' fDr60_cmtravel " status.'replace ' ,acti on. ' ... 1 te') 
9.34 
935 open(uni tz91, fi Ie.' fD,.gLga'rpos ' , status.'replaco' ,a<:ti on-',.rite') 
936 
937 .! And initializi ng the t hermal density propagator tabl e : 
938 call CreateTable(real (b~ta:lfloot(llb))) 

9,39 
940 
941 ! Setting the dionensions and zeroi ng the radi al bi n fer posi tron 
and electron seperati oo . 
942 .. bins - npo • . s/ 50 I! use ...,re b i n$ if ",, 've got more s t agi ng 
posses 
943 ncartbln •• npGss/5i8 
944 n<J.r i entbins - 100 !! lie use feorer bins for the orientation data, 
4:; 1. t "s noisier 
94S rbi I1!IIlJl • HI.0 !! set t he IIOlx 1_ bin to 10 
946 if (rcoy'.'GT, 10 . 0) rbi rIl'lClJ" "rcav II or t o t ille covity ra,d! "s • 
IIhichever i s larger 
947 radb; n( : ) - 0 
94lI rodrhobin(:) - II 
949 radzbin( : ) • 0 
950 cavlll n( ; ) - 0 
951 p srcounte :) . , 0 
952 garposbi n( : ) - II 
953 I'Srdot { : ) • 0.0 
954 pszdot(; ) • 0 . 0 
955 cartesionbi n( : , : ) • e.1I 
956 call bini t e nbins, rbl ....., • • rforbln) 
957 coil b! nl t {nori entbi n5, rbi.-x, rorientforb in) 
958 call bini t{nc<llrtbins, 4 ,.0-rbi nmc:Jx, rco,rtforb i n) 
959 rcartforbinorcortforl>i n-2 . 0' rbi nona. 
960 
'961 
'962 ! Zeroing the centroi d pos itl""$ 
963 :.el( : ) - 1I. 1l 
964 .c2( :). 0 .1l 

96S xc(:) - 0 . 0 
966 
967 ,,-changed(:.:). ,TlWE. 
968 
969 ' Ini noli zi ng Energy A,rrays: 
91'8 xEnergyOl d(: ,: ) - iL0 
971 X EnergyHeoo( :, :) • 0 . 0 
972 
973 ! Create an in! H al bead configuration: A gaussian dht,ribut i on 
(I.e .: free parti cle) 
974 ,call i nit_beods(n lnit) 
975 
976 ! ready to Ini tialize information for potential. charge density 
and garnm 
977 set the input and out put unit nll!lbers <lnd r,ead t he ma in f f i l e 
978 i ul - 5 
97'9 illO. 6 
980 
931 " riteC' ,,') · Progr<llll COY, t y : PDIC .. ith cyli ndri cal covi ty ond 
Do!fts tty ItItrt c~s • 
9al 
983 I We set OCS .. , <I ft!<Isure of the a,cceptance rot". to .zero : 
984 acs'LI'!! - 0. 0d0 
985 
986 end subrouti "" In; ti ali 2,e 

987 
981 
989 
990 I !~------!! 
,991 I! MOV£ SUBROOTINE!! 
992 1 !-.----
993 

!! 

994 ! 'I this i s ,realty the body of the code -- accepting' GOO rejecti ng 
MC I1IOveS 

995 !J caUs "pan ,modul e ""<-.tal>J.e ta get Pollock pr'Dpagator info 
'996 
997 subrDUttne "",ve(a,,) 
998 ,use types 
m ,,,,,Hcit none 
l600 real (dp) , i ntent (out) : : ae 
1001 real (dp) ... s ..... YS _ , vchonge, de, det, gs_, gs","n"" 
lOOl real (dp) :: vee ,. yuk.-e-poo 
1003 real (dp) effBeta I beta I nUlliber o f beads 
1004 real ( dp) : : re1ec(3) ! e l e.ctron coordi nates 
1005 real ( dp) : : di sl (3). dis2(3), di s12C3) 
1006 real ( dp) ;: ,-di s!, rdlSZ. rd i<12 ! <ep's for electron-paSitron 
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i nteraction 
1067 • ...,\ (dp) : : qep(Z) ~ c.harges on ete~tron and pos! tron 
1068 ! teq>o.nJr y testing variables 
1.099 t ".teger : : b".., eorpo 
101.0 
101.1 qep(l ) - -1 .0; qep(2) - 1.0 
1012 effBeto. beta I floot(nb) 
1013 ac. 0 . 00 !$e·t occeptonc" .at" for thh step equal to zero 
1014 
1015 I do " stag i ng move on t h" bedds (re- ptcle from" gaussi an 
d,st r l bIJtlon) 
1016 ! dO electron and pos i tron IIOves sertolly 
1017 
1018 
1019 
1029 
1921 

i f (mod( i run'.ne ..... l u).eq .0) then 
call lIIlVe_ an( xn) 

e.lse 

1022 end tf 
tel3 

coil tryboth(xlI) 

leU ! 01'_' or .. var;obl. for t h«! the ...... 1 density pr opagator 
'potential ' . 
1025 OI'_Old. 0.0 
1026 01' __ - 0.0 

1027 
10,23 If ( t r un - 0) then 
1029 do bn .... l. nb 
103a do eorpo-l,2 
1031 .En<!rgyOld(bn ..... <!Or po) -
«-1)"·( eorpo+l))"xnCbnum, eo.po, 3)"£ fi e I d 
1032 end do 
1033 end. do 
1034 end If 
UBS 
1036 do i - 1, nb 
1037 If( l(_changed.(i , I ) . CII . l(_chonged(\ ,2) ) t hen 
1038 ! If a bead has bee n """",d. recalculate I ts 
"",,rgtes . .. 
1039' 
1840' 
1841 
1&42. 
1043-
1044 
1&45 
1046 
1.047 

di. l - x(t,I.: ) - ~(t.l .: ) 

dis2 • x(i+.1 .1. : ) - . (\+1 , 2,:) 
dl sl2' - dlsl - di s2 
.<li sl .• sq~tCsum(dl sl .. 2» 
rdl sZ - sqrt(sum(dis2"Z» 
rdis12 - sqrt(suno(di .12··2» 

H(U.ePolluck) then 
OI'_Old • Oi'_Old -

loolc.1JpTo.bleCreo\ Crd\sl) , .eol(r<l\ .2), !'e01(, dls I 2), real(effBeta» 
l.048 else 
1849 DP_Ol d - DP_Old + vfunl,(rdi sl, qep , 
oep) 0 effBeto 
1050 
1051 
1052 
105~ 

1054 
1055 
10>6 
1057 
1058 
1059 
:1060 
1061 
1062 

I>IIdlf 

xper • "n( I .2.1) 
yper. xn( i .2.2) 
zper - .n(I .2,3) 
relec - (lxnCI.1.1) , )(n( \ ,1,2). )(n(\ .1,3)/) 
,di$1 - xn(1 ,1, : ) - .n(1 . 2. : ) 
di s2 g . xn(l+l , 1.:) - xn( i+l. 2, : ) 
dls12 • di sl - dis2 
rd i s1 - sqrt( sum(d l .l"2» 
rd i s2 - sqrt(s...cd i s2"·2» 
rd i .12 - sqrt(sun(dtslZ"·Z» 

1963 i f( lJsePallud t) then 
1.064 DP.JIew - OP.Jiew -
LooldJpTo!>l e{ ..... I{rdi sl). r .... l(rdisZ) . , ,,al C. dis12). r~l(eff8eta» 
1065 else 
1066 DP_New • DP_1Iew .. vf"nl(rd l sl, Clep, 
O<!j» • effEleto 
1067 end i f 
1068 
1069 
1070 
l071 

do eor"""l,2 
If ( x_changed(\ ,eor po» t hen 

! ele<:tric n .,ld also modifi es the 
ene ,r~y o,s follows 
1072 xEnerg)flew(i , eorpo). 
« -1)' " Ceorp<>+I ))*.,n( \ • eorpo, 3) • Eflel d 
1073 endlf 
1074 end do 
1075 
1076 ""dit 
10n end do 
1078 
1079 ! NOlfI we con sta up 01 d olld new potent! als 
1080 VS18 . B.a 
1081 vs..., ... - 9.0 
l082 
l083 i f (UseExternal) then 
l084 .. rlteCG, O) ·we do not use external potential he r,e ' 
1085 STOP 
1086, end I f 
1087 
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lDB,B do i • 1. nb 
1089 liS" - liS .... + $.urn(.f""rgyOl d( I , : )) 
1090 vS_ • VS- + SUI!I(xEnergy!le'lrCl . : )) 
1091 end do 
1092 
1093 IJ fo\low'ing two Hnes i nvoke function vpseudoar, .. hi eh gives the 
1094 !! el'$,eudo)patenUat "ner,g)' of t he beads t hat have been """",d 
109,5 vs.-vsU'!I+IIpseudoor( 0 , x, xt , Ar pickoff.~at") 
1e96 vs, __ vs""""",seudoar{0 , xn, xf , Arpi ckoffrateJ1) 
1097 
1098 I pri nt·, vpseudoor(0, x,xf), vpseudoar{D,xn,xf) 
1099 
1100 9'''' - gcav(x) ! cont.rl l>utlon to propagator f rot! cavity 
1101 gs_ . gccrvCxn) 
11D2 
1103 vchange - ( vs.-.. .. - v .... ) ·ef f8eta + DP.JI8 - Ill' _Old 
1104 vchange. vchange - lDgeg·s-.ew.lgsUl8) 
1105 !vchange- - 1Dg(gs""".,../g.um) !, uncannent t his l ine and cOlll!lent 
the above til<> t l) turn (Iff coul Olllb 
1106 det. -\I change 
lUl7 de. dlDgCranl(initrGnd) .. 1.lld-19) 
110B ac - 0 .1ld0 

OCClII • 0 .06e ll09 
111D 
1111 
ll12 
UB 
11.14 
1115 
1116 

i f C det. GT. d.) then !! (tlte '1II01Ie ..... s occept,ed) 
if CIIIOd(i run, nevatu) . eq . 0) t:hen 

been accepted 
1117 
1118 
lll9 
1l2.0 
112.1 
1122 
1123 
1124 
1125 
xEnergyNeot(! ,j) 
1126 
112,7 
1128 

accm. 1 .8da 
! .. ritee·,·) "04 !«lVf ACCEPTW' " 

" I se 
oc~1.0de I Flog t he fa ct that 0 1IIO\Ie has 

."d if 

vee - V,SumMe.rw 

do 1- l,nb 

end do 

do j - 1 ,2 

end do 

\fe._changed(i ,j)) then 
x(i,i,:) • xn(i , i,:) 
If(l-l) x(nb+l,j ,:) - xn(nb->l, j,;) 

.EnergyOld(i ,j) # 

end if 

112,9 else ! I (the mo,ve ",,. rej"ded) 
U39 vee. . · v:s .... 

U3l do 1 _ 1, nb 
1132 do j .1,l 
1.133 i fex...c hanged(t ,.j)) then 
1134 . nCi ,j,:) a xCi ,j,:) 
U3S if(i-l) xn(nb+l, j ,: ) = .(nb .. l , j, : ) 
1136 xE" .. rg~ewCi,j) ~ xEner9yOld(l,i) 
1137 e."d if 
li8 end do 
1139 end do 
.114e efld if 
11041 
lU2 YUk...e_po<> - IL 0 
1143 I Ad6ed up the coul albie ene"9Y in the beads, using t he Yukm<o 
pot.ential . 
1144 do i • l,nb 
1145 rdisl • . sqrt(s,,", (xn(i ,1 , ; )-xnCi ,2., ; ))· '2) ) 
1146 yYk_e_PQO. yuk_e..poo + vfunl(rdisl, qep, a.ep) 
1147 en<!do 
114.\ Ifee = (vee .. ytlk...e..poo) I fioatCnb) 
114'1 
u.se !! Add; n9 i n a bit to move that ch'.c ks to "",ke sun!! no beods 0 n!! 
outside t he cylinder: 
1151 do t . \, nb 
1152 do j_l, Z 
1153 H «xCi ,j , 1)··2+xCi , j,,2)··2).GT.rcav'l) then 
1154 pri.nt ., "" bead ".as raelial <oordinate", & 
1155 "9r e.ater than, the cavity radius" 
1156 ,,1.50 if (xCi ,j, 3).GT. hcav) then 
1157 I'ri nt '., " 0 bead has JIIOve.d out t he top" 
1158 ehe if (xCi ,j, 3). LT . 9 .D) t hen 
1159 pri.nt " " 0 bead has slipped aut th. bott""," 
1160 end if 
1161 end do 
1162 end do 
1163 
1164 end subrout i ne """''' 
1165 
1166 
1167 
1168 ! I--------I! 
1169 ! ! I«WLCM SUBROUTINE !! 
1170 ! !---------ll 
1171 
1172 ! I _.$ t he ce,nter of mss of t he t "l) ,chains 
1173 !! is called every nevalu, ..,ves, I beHooVe 
1174 



co 
W 

1175 
117& 

un 
1.178 
U 79 
l lE0 
1181 
11&2 
1133 
11a4 
1185 
11&6 
1187 
11I1! 
11a9 
1l.99 
1191 
1192 
1193 
l194 
1195 
1196 
1197 
1198 
1199 
and ,e-

511brout t ne move_c.(x_) 
i """li ct't none 
real (dp) :: d(3) 
real (dp), i ntentCIl«IUl), DnENSIOII( :,:,: ) : : xnew 

d(1) - CJ!IIIDVe'Cranl(i n; trGnd) - 0 . 5) 
d(2) - CJII!IO""' Cranl(i ni trand) - 0 . 5) 
d(3) - CJ!IIIDVe·Cranl(j nit,..,nd) - 0 . 5) 
do ie. - 1,2 

do i b - 1,n!>..1 
. _ ( ib , l e, : ) - . newelb,!c, :) + d 

end clo 
end do 

x_chonged( .: ,:) - .true . 

end SlIbl"Outi ne 1IIO\Ie_0II 

!!------- ._---[! 
II PS~ORIENTAJION SI.lBRMINE ! ! 
!! ·--- - I ! 

!! o..tenni nes the ,projection of the seporation. vector between e+ 

!ZOO ! [ onto r a.nd z direct i on$ 
1201 1 I Cthus dedu cing t he t heta projection , a. well) 
12I1Z 
1203 subroutt ne ps_o ri e" tationO 
121M do ;b~l. nb 
12Il5 I ! dete rmine projection of the p .• at."", i n the r- and .z-
dIrections 
J.Zeti rrel-C.(ib,l,l) - . «(b,2, 1»··2 + &. 
lZ07 ('Ob, l ,2) - .{(t>.2,2»··Z + (x(jb , l,3) - x( ib, 2 ,3»"2 
126B 
r _CD4.S·s,!rt(()((i b ,l,l)+)((i b,Z,l)··2+{x(l b·,I,2)u(ib .2 ,2»·'2) 
1Z09 
1210 rdot-.sqrt.« «x(t b ,l , l)-.(ib,2 ,l»·0.S*(.(\b , l,l)n (i b ,2,1»)'& 
1211 «,,(1" , I,2)- x(\b,2 ,2»·0.S·(x(\b, l, 2}u(ib,2 .2»»··Vrnl) 
1212 rdat-( rdoVr _CIII) " 2 
l213 
1214 z.dat,-(x( l'b,l, 3)-.( i b , 2 ,3»" V r rel 
1215 
1216 l bln - lnt(r_CIIIIrbinmax·floot(no r\ entb\n~)) 

1217 i bin • ml n(ib'n, nodentb,ns-l) !t.he outer bin conto\ ns. 

all outs i de 
illa 
1219 
12.20 

psr count( l bl n ... l ) • pSl'count ( i bl ... l ) . l 
psr dotCibl D+l) • psrdot(ib i n+l )+rdot 
pszoot(t b\ n+1)- PSldot ( i bi n+1)+ldat 

12.21 end do 
1222 end' subroutine ps_orientaH an 
1223 
1224 
1225 
lZZ6 
1227 
1228 
1229' 

I ,----------~-II 
! ! RADIAlSI PI SUBROUTINE !! I!----_. ... _ .... ! ! 

12311 heavily nad( n ed fr"'" or igi nal ! ! 
1231 "OIl I ncl ud.e. severa l more figures t~Qn i t di d originally 
1232 ! incl udi ng a decOIIpOs i tian i nto the r -theta pla~ and t he 
2-dlrection 
1233 !! lid tes to for20ra ,'-di st.. a bove 
1234 
123S 
1136 
1237 
1238 
1239 
124e 
1241 
1242 
1243 
1244 
1245 
1246 
1247 
1243 
1249 
l2SlI 
1251 
1252 
1253 
1254 
1255 
1256 
1257 
1258 
1259 
1260 
1261 

subroutine Rodiol BlnO 
real (dp) : : rrelmo" I ! diagnos ti c 
... "1 .... - 0 .0 
do i b - 1, lib 

r reI • (.( Ib , l , l) - >:( i b, 2,l))0'2 + & 
( x( ib ,l ,2) - x( t b,2,2))··2 .. (x( i b,l,3) - .Ob,2,3»··2 
I I' f ull s~rlcol radi us -- separati on of e+ and e-
rrel - s.qrt(rre l ) 
ib\n • i nt(rre Urbirwnaxofloot(nb\ns» 
i bi n - .,in(; bi n, nbi ns-I) It he outer bin cont ai ns all outsl~ 
radbin( ! biP, .. I ) • rodbin( ibi r>+l ) .. l 

rrel - ( >:(i b, l, l ) - • .(\b,2 ,l»"2 + & 
(x(\ b, I ,2) - .(ib,2,2»··Z 
! ! c~nt of fun se parati on t llot is in r -theta plane 
rrd - sqrt (rrel) 
l bi n - \nt(rrel/rbi nmex·(\oot( nb\ ns» 
ibln - ""n(;bln , nbins-I) It lie outer ' bin contoln. all outsi de 
r adrhobin( !bin+i) - radrhobi n(lbi n+l)+l 

r rel • (x(t b,I.3) - x(ib ,2 ,3»)··Z 
! I cQ"'I'Onent t hat is i n z-di rection 
.. e I - sqrt.( rre 1) 
lb," - i Rt(rrellrbi .... · f1 oat(nb\ ns)) 
{bin . .. i n( l bin . nbi ns-l) !the outer bi n 
radzbi n( i bln+l) - rodzbi n( l bjn+l)+l 

oanta i n. all outside 



00 
"",. 

1262 
1263 
1264-
1265 
1266 
1267 
1268 

r rel - x(ib,2,l)··2 .. x(ib,2,2)'OZ 
!! distance of e .. from ""vtty axis 
rrel - sqrt(rrel) 
ib i n - int(rrel/rbi""""f1 oct(nbi ns» 
ib i n - min(ib;n, nblns-l) !the outer bin 
cavbin(ibin .. l) • covbln(\bln .. 1) + 1 

contai ns all outs i de 

1269 !! incr .... nt t he pi ckef( zone counter if the positr,," ls in the 
onniht l atton zone 
1270 t f (rrel.GT.{rcav-1. 8893°annihi lation..zone_slze» 
".J n_anni hi latiOfLzone-n_ in_annUli lot i",,-zon ... l 
1271 I1..totaLbinned-n_totaL binneckl 
1272 !! note that 1 . 8893 converts angstroms to au's 
1273 
1274-
1275 
"ell" 
lZ76 
1277 
127.8 
1279 
128e 
12&1 
12&2 
12&3 
1234 
12&5 
1286 
1287 
12&S 
128'3 
1290 
1291 
12.92 
1293 
1294 
12~ 

r rel.,. _ lICIX(rre.1max, rrel) !! di agnostic 
i f (rr el ... x.GT. rcav) pr int', 'a bead hos IIIOved outs i ele t he 

end do 

.. r \t,,(99,") rrel "",'" I! diagnostic 

end subrouti.ne R4dl ol Btn 

!! !! 
!! R£AI)INPIJT SVBROOTINE ! 1 
/t-.---- !! 

!! RO<Ids the. input f ile co,vi ty. I n 
!! thus gl eon ; ng IIIOny I""ortant par""",ter s 

subrouti ne ReadlnpLlt() 
impll ci t none 
i nt~er' : : i, j 

1296 """n( un i t-ll,fn .,. ' cav1 ty. in' , statuSo 'olcl ' ,action. 'read') 
1297reacl(1l, *): read(ll,') nb I , be<lds for' the particle 
1298 reod(ll, 0); reod(ll, 0) .nil , beads moved per stagi ng pas,s 
1299 read(ll, 0); read(ll, 0) " pass , staging' passes 
uee readell, a); read(l1, 'J ....,ss mass of CI s ingte quantum 
particle 
130,1 r ead{ll,') ;cead(ll,') beta beta . l/kT (I n au .. here 
hba .... l) 
1302 r eadell, '):'eo<l(11,') hba.r ... king hoor ..... 11er .. ,dU'C.s 

quant,. effects ; floo,-1 I n au,) 
1303 reod(ll, 0) ;reod(ll . 0) jUllp 
printi ng data 
1304 reod(ll, 0); reod(ll.,·J rcall 
1305 reod(l1, 0); read(l1, 0) aep 
1306 reod(ll, .) ; read(l1, ') n{nlt 
f.OIIO a fi Ie 
1307 read(ll,');reod(ll,') ne.qui! 
1308 read(ll, '}; r.ad(ll, *) AddToE 
in eaGh run 

umbt! r of passes be~en 

radi us of cyllndrl cal cavity 
Yuk""" radius 
Flag for initiali Zing beads 

Equ{ U brol t on st",ps 
!Hield is i ncr .... nhd by AddToE 

1309 read(ll,');read(ll , o,) zdelta !size of cartesian bin 
1310 reod(ll, '); "ead(ll, 0) c.orr.,\ationCounh 1 'of corr 
C<l l cu l etlons 
1311 rO<ld'(11, 0); cead(l1 , 0) deg 
1312 read(11 , *) ; read(ll, 0) i burnrand 
1313 
131.4 
1315 
1316 
1317 
1318: 
131.9 
1320 
1321 
1322 
1323 
1324 

,.cavZ - t 'c,Qv-rc.<2v 
hc ....... 10.0°r cov 

! Read Paramo,ters 
readell ,·) ;reocl(ll,·) t. j 
if( i -l)then 

Us·ePo Huck - . TRUE. 
else 

Us_I luck' _ . FALSE. 
.".d i f 

1325 if( j - 1 ) the" 
1326 UseE",tema I • . TRUE. 
1327 "he 
1328, UseE.t.ernal •. FALSE. 
1329 end if 
1330 
1331 c1ose{ll) 
13.32 
1333 \ f(npass _ "equl l ) then 
1334 orri t .e(' , .) • npas.s is not greater th<1n ne'llln : (' 
1335 STOP 
1336 end if 
1337 
1338 ! The d'eB ROIle\"ngt.h i s a us"fu I bi t of t ri Ill", .50 .. e print It 
out her" . 
1339 ""lie - sqrt (bela·hbar·hborl ..... s) !"<I'\Ie i. t he free particle 
deB "ave l ength 
1348 pdnt-, '"ove ", ¥lave 
1341 



0:> 
VI 

1341 
1343 
1344 
1345 
1346 
1347 
1348 
1349 
1350 
1351 
1352 
1353 
1354 
1355 
1356 
1357 
1358 
1359 
1360 
1361 
1362 
1363 
1364 
1365 
1366 
1367 
1368 
1369 
1370 
1371 
are. at 

end subroutine ReQdlnput 

J !------------ ! 
!! TRYBOTH SUBROUTINE 
11------ --- 1 

subroutine tryboth(xnell) 
Implicit none 
integer:: is - 1 I(rlghtn"". a o"""'Y) varlabt" for gaussian RNG 
real Cdp), intentCINOUn, OI/olENSION( : , :,: ) :: xne" 
doubte predsion : : canst. 9 

const-2 .0d0*waveowaveldfloat(nb) 

,-changed( : , : ) - . FALSE . 

1 pick new bead posihons according to gaussi an distn 
! io Is the Ilxis direeUon 
charge : do I c-l,2 
dim: do 10.1,3 

1 we go fr""" the j bead to the j-Hllb bead 
I Cj is sele<ted at random) 
j-IntCnboran1C I nl trand»-tl 
beads : do i-1,mb 

Ib-j+mb-I-I-l 
I accaurlt for periodicity i n the chai n 
if Cib . Gr . nb) ib _ ib-nb 
I the goussian width dep"nds on which bead we 

1372 g-constOdfloot(mb-i -t1)/dfioatCmIH .. 2) 
1373 xnewCib , ;c,id)-
Cxnew(ib+l , ie, Id)"Cmb-i-tl)+XnellO, ie, id»/floot(mb- I-I-Z) & 
1374 ... gauss(g, I s) 
1375 
1376 
1377 
1378 
1379 
bead . 
1380 
1381 
1382 
1383 
1384 end do dim 

flag the fact that this bead has been moved 

x_chongedCib,le) - .TRUE . 

! close the chain if we ha\le moved the 1st 

\fClb - 1)then 

endif 
end do beads 

xn ... Cnb+1,lc, id)-xnew(l, ie, Id) 

1385 end do charge 
1386 
1387 end subroutine tryboth 
1388 
1389 
1390 
1391 ! ! fffffffffffffffffff! ! 
1392 ! !-----------l! 
1393 ! !---FUNCTIONS--!! 

1394 ! !-----------!l 
1395 ! !fffffffffffffffffff!' 
1396 
1397 
1398 
1399 !! FUNCTION LIST (alphabetized, and ordered In the program 
accordingly) : : 
1400 II list created 6.29.2005 
1401 
1402 
1403 
1404 
1405 
1406 
1407 
1408 
1409 
1410 
1411 

I ! last updat~d 7.27.2005 
II gauss 
!! gca\l 
! ! ran1 
!! vcoulallb 
11 vfun1 
!I "pseudoar 
11 vquant 

1412 II-------------!! 
1413 I! c.AUSS FUNCTION I! 
1414 I!---------!! 
1415 

C- 10 1in~s) 
C- 20 l i nes) 
(- 30 lines) 
(- 10 Hn~s) 

C- 10 lines) 
(- 100 Hnes) 
(- 20 lines) 

1416 I! Generates random numbers with Q gaussian "idth 
1417 double precision function gauss(g, ix) 
1418 i""Llcit double predsion (o-h, o-z) 
1419 double pred sian : : rr. ss 
1420 Integer:: ix 
1421 
1422 rr - (-dlog(ranl(i nitrand)+1 .0d-10)·g ) 00 0.5 
1423 ss - 6 .283185307d0·ran1(inltrand) 
1424 gauss - rrOdcos( .. ) 
1425 
1426 end funcH On gauss 
1427 
1428 
1429 



(XI 

0'1 

1430 II-------! ! 
1431 !! GUN FUIiCTIOH I! 

1432 "-------" 
1433 
143<4 II ("vity propagator (must be altered for different ~trie5) 
1435 !I cU"r rently s.t up for a cyli ndrical cavity, according to the 
Kol os and Ibl Uock mode l 
143«i double predsi"" funct i on gcavCz) 
1437 il!plic'it none 
1438 i nteger" [b, t<: 
1439 real ( dp) :: raZ , r1l2, t""'!> , t""P_" 
1+40 
1441 
1442 
14-43 
14« 
14-45 
1446 
14-47 

r""l Cop), int .. nt(IP«lUT), DII4ENSION(:,:, : ) z, 

gcav - 1.0d0 
do i b - 1, nb 

et:h""p3 : do i c - 1 ,2 
raZ - z(lb , (c, l)nZ + z(ib , i c.2)··Z 
rttZ - z([b+l,lc , l)"2 + z([I>+I, ;c,2)··2 

1448 !l cnal1ged splleri col to cyli ndrIcal rad i us by taking 
out 2-conpone"t (3) 
1449 t..." - ( - ( rC<lv2 - rol) • (rcav2 - rb2) • 
nt.!2 .0/rcav2) 
1450 t "",p_" • dexp(t~lbeto) 

geav - gcav • (1 - t""",_e) 
!leav - .... (9C""".1.oo-23) 

1451 
1452 
1453 
1454 
1455 
1.456 
1457 
1458 
1459 
1460 

if (rol.GT.rcav2 _0R_rb2.GT.rcavZ) ,gcav-1.00-23 
end do ethenp3 

end do 

... d (uncHon gcov 

1461 !!- !! 
146.2 I I RANI :FUNCTlON ! ! 
1463 !!--------!I 
1464 
1465 !! Generat ... rand"", n..nbers vi c c ""H ip,le Un"", c""g~u""ti"t 
method 
1466 !! and 0 table 
1467 double pr echl an f unction ronl(i dlJlll) 
1461 lI'pllc.[ t none 
1469 double preci sion: : r(97) 
1479 I nte~er. i ntent (IN) : : I dL.l11 
1471 save 

1472 integer, pa.....,ter : : IoI1~ZS9zee,lA1.7141, I C1sS4773 
1473 real , p<lr""""ter : : RKl-l, IId0/Il1 
1474 i nte!il!r, p"....".t.r : : N2- 134456,lAZ.8121, la.ZUll 
1475 real. p<lrCllftet .. r : ; RNZ-l, 9d31W2 
1476 in~eg,.r , parlllll!1:er :: toe-243000,IA3-4S61,IClo.S13<49 
1477 int..ger :: In, n::z, IX3, jjj 
14 78 \ nt egoer :: Iff-& 
1479 If ( t d .... <' & .or. [ff - 0) t~..,n 

1480 iff • 1 
1481 IXl - lIIJd(ICl-i dllll ,lI1) 
1482 IXl • "",d(lAl "lU+In,Nt) 
14&3 !XZ - mod(IXI . '-'2) 
1484 ill _ "",<I(lAI"lX1+1Cl,II1) 
14-85 r .x3 - "",d(IXI , '(3) 
1486 do jj j - 1,97 
1487 1)(1 - ;mod(lAl'ID(,1+IC1,M1) 
1488 1)(2 - "",d(IAZOIXZ .. lC2,M2) 
1489 r (jj j) - (dfloot(IXl)+dfl""t(IX2)·R'-'2)·RMl 
1499 end do, 

1491 ."d if 
1492 IX! - mod(lAl "ill+ICl .141) 
1493 l X2 - mod(W"UZ+ICZ, '-'2) 
1494 lX3. mod(IA3"IX3+IO,'<3) 
1495 j jj - 1+(97·1)(3)116 
1496 if (i jj > 97 . or. j jj '" 1) PAUSE 
1497 rClnl. ~(jj 1) 
1498 r(j j j). (dfl oat(IX1)+dfloat( I.x2)"RM2)"OO 
1499 end f uncti on rcnl 
1500 
1.5Ill 
1.5Il2 
1503 !' !---------!! 
lS04 I' VCOOlCMI FlINaION ! , 

1505 j !-------.. n 
1506 
.15&7 !, (,"",utes the totcl cou 10mb (nteraction e.nergy bet""" .. t .h" e+ 
and e- bea:ds 
1508 d'oobl" p."c\ s(on functIon ~C<luIOl!tJO 
l509 i.., Ii <:i t no,,,, 
15111 vcoul Ollb-0.0 
1511 do it> ~ I, nb 
1512 II<oul ontl- veou IOllib-1. 0/(sqr t «x( it> ,1, 1)-x( i b. 2 ,I)' 'Z"& 
1513 (x(i b ,1.2)- x(ib .2 , 2)"·2+(. (i b.l , 3)-0( l b.2 ,3»"'2» 
IS14 end do 
1515 end f u:ncti"" vcoulent> 
1516 



co 
-.J 

1S17 
1513 
1519 I ! -II 
1520 I! VFUIfl FUNCTION !! 
1521 ! !--------!! 
1522 
1523 ! V.le""" potentia t energy 
1524 cIouble preciSion (unC1:l on v f unl(r .q,a) 
1525 '""lici t none 
1S26 real (dp) : : r,a 
1527 real (dp) : : er(2) 
1528 vf,,"1 - q(l) 0 '1(2) • (l-exp{- r /a»/(r) 
152'J end funet i on vfunl 
1530 
1531 
153.? 
1533 ! !----------! ! 
1534 !! VPSEUOOAR FUNCTION , ! 
1535 II----------!! 
1536 
1S37 I! Pseudopotentla l for Arllon-el edron or Argon- positron 
interactions 
1538 I! also calculates pid<.oH decay rate clue to t he el"ctron cloud 
of Ar gon 
1539 cIouble prech lon f uncti on IIp . ... doarCopt • .r:b .... ds. xfl ul d, 
Ar _lari>da) 
1540 i lllPli ci t none 
1541 1 nte9"r , intent( ln) : : opt 
1542 real (dp) , dlmensi on( nb+l, 2,3) , i ntent( l n) : : xbead.s 
1543 r eal (dp) , di~nsi on("f ,3), l"tent(\ n) :; "flui d 
1S44 reo1 Cdp) , i ntent(out) : : Ar _lambda 
154S !! the parometer opt.i n te U t he code .. het her to 
1546 II (S) c",""ute t he eneJ"9Y of the po.rts of t he ... and e - chains 
tha t have fIIOVed w'ith the whole flui d 
1547 !! ( other) c""""t e the potential "nergy of tnter action of tile 
(othe r) t h flui d at"", "ith the e. Doel e- chains 
1.548 real ( dp), por"""ter :: 01- -31.6712 ,b1-L 78984." '2.127 .Sn,bl-2.2 
! ! el ectron pseudopotentia l con:stant s 
1549 real (clp) , par"met"r :: a3-2.75. 56,b3-5 . 3677,~.495 .1 . b4-27.628 

! ! positron pseudapotential constants 
ISse ...al ( dp) :: rd., rxf...,d ., Ardens, 4rp i ckof( !! di stanc., from 
fl utd atom t o CI beed 
15S1 
1552 vpseudoar-0 . 6 
1553 Mpi C.kDff..e. B 
1554 

1555 if ( nint ( fmoss) . NE .49 .OR.lnt(sl g0/1. 8&93) . NL 3) then It a Il tt l e 
bi t to ...,rn Use r If argon i s not bei ng used, 
15S6 II but this subrouti ne t s ,till being callO!d 
1551 pri 'nt 0, " ! ! IIA!lNIHG n :: vpseudoar call ed , but fluid . i n 
s uggests fl u i d may not be "'9""" 
1558 pr int 0, "in pa rt i cular , c"'"Pare flui d. in si gr.o - ->", 
slgC!l1.8893, "angst r Oll'lS" 
1559 print', "to Argon s i gma -->" , 3.405, "CIJIgst rans " 
1560 pri nt ·. "and a l so flui d. in InO-S S -->- r fmass. -atani. c units" 
1561 pri nt" , "to Ar gon ...... -'>" . 39. 95 , "at""" c unit,. " 
lS62 end if 
1563 
l~ 

1565 
1566 
1567 

if (opt . EQ .9) t h,," 
do j-l,n& 

if ( JLchangedO,l» t hen!! ",""ute elect ...", bead 
~ne,.9Y 

1568 
1569 

do ' -l. nf 

rxfx-(xbeeds(j, l,l)-x fl uid(i . 1» "'2.+(x&e"d'(j, I , Z)
" fluid(i ,Z».oZ+{ xbeads( j, I ,3)-xfl uid(l ,3»002. 
1579 
rxf """,d-r.fx +hcav,oZ-2 . "Ohc"v"abs(xbeads( j ,1. 3)-xnuid(i ,3» 
1571 rx(x...nlle .. f" , rxf""""') 
un ,,"-sqrt(rxh) 
1573 
vpseudoar-llp seudoa.r+Ol °.,xp( -b l' r .:f . )+02 '''''PC - b2,' r x fx) 
1574 end do 
1575 end if 
15'76 
1577 
1578 
1579 

H (x_changO!d(j , 2» then ! ! caopute posi t ron ener,9Y 
do i - l .nf 

rxfx-Ubead'( j. 2 ,l)- xflut d(\ , 1»,02+{xbeeds( j ,2,2)
xflul d(i ,Z»·oZ+(xbeads(j ,l,3)-xflu; d(i ,3» O'Z 
15se 
r xfXlllOCl- r xfx .. hcQv"2-2. eohcav"Clbs( xbeods(j .Z . 3) -xfl ui dCl , 3» 
1581 r. fxoonri n(rxfx, I"xf QlOd) 
1582 r xfx-sqrt(n cfJ<) 
1583 
vp.<eucloar-vps"uc!oor .... 3·e:xp( - b3·.x fx)i<>4°exp( -b4' .xfx) 
1534· end do 
1585 end If 
1586 end do 
1587 "Ise if ( opt. GT.S . AIID . opt.'LE . nf) then .!! oompute the, energy of 
t he (ovt)th fl uic! at"", 



co 
CO 

1588 i_t 
15&9 do j~l , nt> 
1590 ! 1 fl ui d-electron Hrst 
1591 
rxfx-(xb.,.,ds(j,l,1)-xnui d(i ,1»"2+(xbeods(j ,1,2)
"fluidCi , 2»"Z+(xbeods(j ,l,3)-xnuid(i ,.3»·'2 
1592 
rxfxJmd-rxfx..ncav··Z-Z .00 heoy·obs(xbeods(j, .l, 3)-xflu id( i , 3» 
1593 r."_in( r"fx, r xfJUftOd) 
1594 rxf.£sqrt(nfx) 
1595 vpseudoo/"=vpseudoor+ol"exp( -1>1·r.f,,)+02·exp( -bZ"rxfx) 
1596 
1597 !I nOlO do fluid-positron 
1598 
rxfx-(.beads(i ,2,l)-xfluid(l, 1»··2+(xbeads(j,2, Z) 
xflu i d( i ,2))··Z+(xbeadsO,2,3)-xfluid(i ,3»'·2 
1599 
uf""",o..rxf,,+hc.av··2-2.""hcavOabs(xbead.s(j ,2.,3) -xfl u\ d(1 ,3» 
1608 r xfx.."i n(n fx . r'xfx.od) 
1601 .... fx. sqrt(r.fx) 
1602 yPseudoor-vpseudoa.r+a3·exp( -b3+rxfx )+<l4·.x.p( -b4'",h) 
1603 
1604 if (npas5. GL nequil) t hell 
166S n determine pickoff decoy rate, equal t .o 
50.469.el ectron i c dens i ty i n elau~3 
1606 !! eledronic density of AI' has been fit 
pi I!'ce- wi se 
1607 
1608 

if ( rxfx.GE.4 .0) t hen 

Ardens-exp( -36 . 619/r. fx·· ·2+22 . 5271 .. fx -3 . 4642-1. ~·rxfx) 

1.609 A<pi ckoff-A rpi < koff+Ardens·se. 469 
1610 e l se if (rdx. LT .4 .0.~ . rxfx .GE.2 .0) t .hen 
1&11 Arden£-exp(1. nss-z. 3237·r.f. ) 
1612 Arpiekoff-Arpi ekoff+Ardens·50 . 469 
16.13 .. I s .. tf (rxfic. LT. 2 .0 . ANO . rxfx . ~f-0 . 5) t hen 
1614 
Arden>:exp( -3. 859/ •• fx·· .. Z.l.,0&lIrxh··3-48. 819/rx fx··Z+34 . 659/n .fx 
-11 . 522-0 . 42·209-rxfx) 
1615 
1616 
161.7 

'rpi ckoff-Arp' e~off""'rdens·50.469 
el se if (rxf x . LT . 9.5. AN>. rxfx . GE .e. l ) then 

Arde .... exp{0 . 047524/. xf .... Z-0 . 64<1.9l1rxh+7 .. 7479-10 . 744'rxfx) 
1618 A.pi ekoff-A r"i cl<off ..... rdens·50 . 469' 
16n els .. I f ( .. Ix. LT .0 . 1.AND . rxfx. G£.0.0) t hen 
lliZ0 
Ardens-exp(&_3Z72.- 39 .356· r)(h+54 .961·rxf)(o·2) 

1621 
1622 
1623 

end if 
Arpickoff. Arpl ekoff+Ardens·50 . 469 

1624· I' pri nf ., 'pi ekoff decoy rate from A.rgon i s" ,. 
Arpi ckoff Ireal ( nt», "n'''-1" 
1625 end i f 
1626 end d.o 
1627 
162& 
1629 
1630 
1631 
1632: 

e ls t! 
print . , "invalid opt o.rg ..... nt for _p.eudoa." 

end if 

Ar _I<lIIIbd·o. Arpidcoff/r.,.,l (nb) 

1633, end f unction Yps"..,door 
1634 
1635 
1636, 
163,7 ! r- !! 
1638 ! ! YQUANT fUNmOH !! 
1639 ! 1-------1 ! 
1640 
1.641 , Quant .... potential energy stored in springs be·t'lleen beads 
1642 ! ! (actua l ly, cClInpute. tool 5.epOration5 squar ed, and needs to be 
"""I tipl led 
1643 !! by G spri"g const.ant to gi ve e nergy) 
1644 double preei s ion funct ion vquantO 
1645 imp Ii cit none 
1646 rea l (dp) ; ; dx,dy ,dz,dr2 
1647 
164& yquant . 0 .0 
1649 do it . , 1, 2 
1650 do i b • 1, nb-l 
16.51 dx - . ( ib, i c, l) - x(\ b+l , ic ,1) 
165.2 dy - x(i b , tC,.2) - x(\ b+l, te .,2) 
1653 dz - x( i b,ie,3) - x(tb'I,le, 3) 
1654 dr2_ dx.·Z + ely'" + dz··Z 
165.5 IIquant - v"uont + drZ 
1656 end< do 
1657 \/quont - vquant + 
«.(nb, Ie ,l)-x(1 ,.l c ,1»··Z+(x(nb , ic ,2)- x(1, ie ,2»··2"& 
1.658 (x(nb, i e ,3)-.o(1, 1<,3»·'2) 
1659 end do 
1660 
1661 return 
1662 end functi on ... quant 
1663 
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